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Message from the Program Co-Chairs
In continuation of a successful series of events, the next symposium of the Many-core Applications Research Community
(MARC) will take place at the RWTH Aachen University. On November 29th and 30th , researchers from different fields
will present their current and future work on many-core hardware architectures, their programming models, and the resulting
research questions for the upcoming generation of heterogeneous parallel systems.
While the Intel Single-chip Cloud Computer (SCC) serves as common research platform for most MARC members, other
interesting research on next generation many-core platforms (in particular the forthcoming Intel Many Integrated Core (MIC)
platform) is also relevant for this event.
• Operating system support for novel many-core architectures
• Virtualization solutions to deal with hardware limitations
• Dealing with legacy software on novel many-core architectures
• New approaches for leveraging on-die messaging facilities
• Experiences porting, running, or developing applications
• Traditional and new programming models for novel many-core hardware
These proceedings include 8 papers and 10 poster abstracts from 4 symposium sessions. Every paper was reviewed by at
least three reviewers from the program committee, consisting of:
• Ulrich Bretthauer, Intel Labs

• Pascal Sainrat, IRIT

• Matthias Gries, Intel Labs

• Bettina Schnor, University of Potsdam

• Diana Göhringer, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology

• Oliver Sinnen, University of Auckland

• Jason M. Howard, Intel Labs

• Christian Terboven, RWTH Aachen University

• Wolfgang Karl, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology

• Carsten Trinitis, TU München

• Timothy G. Mattson, Intel Labs

• Benoît Triquet, Airbus

• Dieter an Mey, RWTH Aachen University

• Peter Tröger, Hasso-Plattner-Institute

• Jörg Nolte, BTU Cottbus

• Theo Ungerer, Universität Augsburg

• Eric Noulard, ONERA

• Simon Vernhes, ONERA

• Claire Pagetti, ONERA

• Vincent Vidal, ONERA

• Wolfgang Puffitsch, ONERA
• Philippe Quéinnec, IRIT

• Josef Weidendorfer, TU München

• Michael Riepen, Intel Labs

• Rob F. Van Der Wijngaart, Intel Corp.

We would like to thank our program committee members for their hard work and for their suggestions in the selection of
papers. We would like to thank all those who submitted papers for their efforts and for the quality of their submissions. We
also would like to thank Pablo Reble, Marianne Runge and Christine Cox for their assistance and support.
Thank you for your active participation in the MARC Symposium. We hope you enjoyed this event as productive and
inspiring, and we look forward to seeing you next MARC symposium and related events.
Stefan Lankes & Carsten Clauss, Chair for Operating Systems, RWTH Aachen University Aachen, November 2012
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Interrupt-Driven Cross-Core Invocation Mechanisms
on the Intel SCC
Randolf Rotta, Jana Traue, Thomas Prescher, Jörg Nolte
{rrotta,jtraue,tpresche,jon}@informatik.tu-cottbus.de
Abstract—On many-core processors, both operating system
kernels and bare metal applications need efficient cross-core
coordination and communication. Although explicit sharedmemory programming and message passing might provide the
best performance, they also limit the system’s control over
scheduling. In contrast, interrupt-driven cross-core invocations
provide universal coordination mechanisms that also enable
preemptive operations across cores. This paper surveys crosscore invocation mechanisms and their usability with respect to
prevalent coordination scenarios. We integrated some of these
mechanisms into a bare-metal environment for the Intel SCC processor and will discuss implementation aspects of the interruptdriven invocations. In conclusion, such invocation mechanisms
provide an expressive platform for future operating systems
kernels and bare-metal applications.
Index Terms—many-core, remote invocations, bare-metal

I. I NTRODUCTION
On many-core processors, both operating system kernels
and bare metal applications need efficient cross-core coordination and communication. On past single-core architectures,
communication was focused on inter-process communication (IPC) in combination with fast process switching (e.g.
LRPC [1]). However, the availability of many cores causes a
shift from time multiplexing to space multiplexing [2]. Thus,
process switching becomes rare and inter-core communication
becomes the common case. In addition, future architectures
face severe energy constraints and, thus, for example cores
have to sleep instead of busily waiting for events [3].
Irrespectively, the core services of operating systems and
runtime environments for bare-metal parallel applications do
not change much. The local (core configuration, dynamic
power scaling, virtual memory mappings) and global hardware
(system memory, devices) has to be managed and basic communication mechanisms are needed to inform about events,
to request operations, and to transfer data [4], [5]. On top
of these, process coordination schemes such as mutual exclusion, resource allocation, collection of statistics, resource
monitoring, load-balancing job queues, and data consistency
management are commonly needed [6].
These mechanisms can be based on very different implementation approaches. Conventional shared memory programming can exploit hardware details directly, but scaleable
implementations are complex [7] and assume hardware cache
coherence, which is not available on all processors. Furthermore, it spreads synchronization mechanisms inside long
running threads through the whole system, which, in effect,
elides any fine grained scheduling capabilities.

Shared memory programming can be replaced by messagebased approaches and vice versa [8]. This enables distributed
operating environments based on message passing such as
Galaxy OS [4], the Factored OS [2], and Barrelfish [9], which
also demonstrate better scalability and performance on shared
memory architectures compared to direct shared memory programming. However, message passing is based on explicit send
and receive primitives and to avoid communication deadlocks,
non-blocking primitives and progress mechanisms are needed.
In order to initiate activities, the destination cores have to
anticipate them with matching receive operations. At the same
time, such messaging primitives impose a strict distinction
between local and remote actions. Thus, message passing
alone does not answer all coordination needs.
One key purpose of communication is to initiate activities on
other cores, for example to offload functionality to dedicated
cores [10] or trigger management activities like TLB shoot
downs [9]. Cross-core invocation (CCI) mechanisms focus
on this aspect in order to address the shortfalls of raw
message passing. High-level CCI mechanisms address logical
system components (e.g. objects) instead of physical cores.
This enables invocations on components regardless of their
actual location, which highly simplifies the implementation of
component-based architectures. CCIs are received implicitly
by the runtime environment and are scheduled for later execution. This is essentially equivalent to event-based systems such
as JEDI [11], REFLEX [12], and publish/subscribe frameworks [13]. Acting on invocation only also enhances energy
saving: Only the per-core idle loop waits for incoming CCIs
and, thus, sleep management can easily be integrated [14].
This paper surveys cross-core invocation mechanisms, their
usability, and implementation aspects. For this purpose Section II summarizes prevalent coordination scenarios and Section III compares various CCI mechanisms with respect to
their usability. Implementation aspects of CCI runtime environments, in particular the scheduling of invocations are
discussed in Section IV. Finally, our experiences with implementing such a bare-metal environment on the experimental
Intel S CC processor [15] are presented in Section V.
This paper focuses on basic CCI primitives and cannot
discuss how efficient scalable shared data structures can be
implemented on top of CCI. For multiple-readers/exclusivewriter data, mechanisms like in MESH [16] can be applied.
But more research and algorithm design is necessary with
respect to sharing under concurrent write access patterns, e.g.
shared queues and stacks [7].
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II. C OORDINATION S CENARIOS
The fundamental cross-core invocation initiates asynchronously a selected action on a selected core, that is, the
caller will continue its own execution without waiting for the
action to be processed. Such CCIs are asynchronous one-side
operations, but can be combined to build more convenient
coordination mechanisms as surveyed in the next subsections.
A. CCIs with Continuations
Synchronous CCIs continue the caller’s activity after the
invoked action finished and, often, also a result should be
returned to the caller. Examples are allocation requests to
resource management services and function offloading to
helper cores. This can be achieved with the basic asynchronous
mechanism: The callee finishes with a continuation CCI that
forwards or returns the results. The continuation can be a fixed
part of the callee but passing a description of the continuation
along with the callee invocation is more flexible, which is
known as a continuation passing [17].
The fault tolerance can be enhanced through timeouts:
The caller creates a timeout invocation that will be carried
out by the runtime environment after a specified time. Such
timeouts can, for example, trigger runtime exceptions. Either
the real continuation or the timeout will be processed first
and the continuation will deactivate the timeout invocation.
Runtime exceptions can be handled similarly with an alternate
continuation. For instance, the X10 language has an exception
flow model to forward exceptions to callers [18]. Future
variables [19] are a convenient way to express continuation
passing and TACO [20] implements these with CCIs: The
caller passes a pointer to a future variable along with his
invocation, the callee returns his results by using a CCI that
writes the results to that future variable, and the future variable
will wake up the caller.
B. Collective Invocations
Collective invocations apply the same CCI on a group of
cores or components in parallel, for example, to perform
a TLB shoot down [9], propagate consistency events [16],
or initiate parallel computations. A description of the group
and the invocation is needed in order to send the actual
CCI to each member of the group. Instead of sending the
CCIs to each member sequentially, multicast trees reduce the
completion time because the tree nodes help to parallelize
the CCI propagation. MPI communicators use multicast trees
internally to implement collective operations, however, these
are not one-sided operations. X10 provides distributed arrays
with collective invocations [18]. The TACO object groups [21]
allow to configure the tree topology and provide methods to
add objects to the group. The tree can also be used as a
distributed description of the group because knowing only the
root is sufficient to start a collective invocation.
C. Collective Invocations with Results
Often, it is necessary to continue with an activity after
all group members in a collective invocation finished their
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Figure 1. Distributed reduction with temporary helpers. After all results
arrived, the result continuation is applied with the combined value and the
helper removes itself.

task. One-sided collective gather and reduction operations
are equally useful, for example, to query a group of system
components in parallel. This can be achieved by combining
collective invocations an continuation passing: The collective
invocation propagation also distributes internal continuation
CCIs. For a collective gather, this continuation forwards the
member’s result and its group rank and, for a reduction,
the continuation sends the result to the caller and merges
them there. In order to continue after completion, the caller’s
continuation is applied when each result arrived.
In order to avoid contention, the multicast tree can also
be used for distributed result collection as shown in Figure 1.
Once all children of a node returned their results, the combined
result is sent to the node’s parent, which continues until
reaching the root. In addition, on shared-memory architectures,
the gather operation can write the result into a shared array
instead of sending many CCIs to a single destination.
The completion time of collective reductions depends on
the communication latency and delays at the multicast nodes
Using preemptive CCIs can reduce the propagation delays
considerably. For instance, in [22] interrupts were used to
speed up the propagation of one-sided data broadcasts. Also,
reducing processing overheads during the result collection can
reduce the completion time [23].
D. Application Examples
When an application performs a system call, conventional
systems perform a context switch to kernel mode in order
to process the request locally. This is not very useful in a
distributed operating system, because the call has to be forwarded to the according service component anyway. Instead,
system calls can be implemented by direct CCIs to the service
component. The fos operating system [2] uses this approach
and demonstrated as good performance as traditional local
mechanisms [5]. System calls based on CCIs are also useful
in architectures with separate control and compute cores like
presented in [24]. There, control engines are specialized cores
that manage scheduling and system calls, while all regular CCI
actions are carried out on compute cores.
While some implementations provide a single messaging
subsystem for small CCIs and large data transfers (e.g. MPI,
Barrelfish [25]) it can be beneficial to use separate protocols [4], [26], [23]. Such data transfers can be coordinated by
CCIs: On shared-memory architectures, the virtual memory

hardware can be exploited to grant read/write access and to
transfer ownership of memory pages, which is more efficient
when no actual copy is needed [4], [16]. Also, regular copying
can be accelerated with shared memory by using free cores to
parallelize the copy operation [27].
III. C ROSS -C ORE I NVOCATION M ECHANISMS
In order to express a cross-core invocation it is necessary to
select its destination and action. The destination can be a core,
an object, or a channel. The invoked action is either selected by
the caller (function shipping like in active messages [28] and
thread activations [29]) or by the destination (handled by the
channel’s sink). Optionally, a CCI can be preemptive, that is,
processing the requested action is enforced by interrupting the
receiver’s current activity. These options lead to various CCI
mechanisms, which will be discussed in the next subsections.
Throughout all of these mechanisms, anonymous functions
emerged as a way to improve flexibility. In C++ these can be
implemented without language extensions, for example, in the
style of the method-to-functor primitive m2f in TACO [20].
This primitive performs argument binding by combining a
pointer to a function and argument values into a functor
(function object). The blocks extension from Apple’s Grand
Central Dispatch and the delegates in .NET provide equivalent
mechanisms. Functors can be passed between cores using messages and can be applied by providing the missing arguments.
A. Remote Procedure Calls (RPC)
Procedure calls are used to transfer control and data in local
programs. A caller that requests a service from the callee
is suspended until the request is processed. Transferring this
widely used abstraction to distributed systems leads to remote
procedure calls as CCI mechanism. The following pseudo code
gives some examples for such RPCs.
1 async ( core , procedure ) ;
2 async ( core , f un c ti o n , c o n t i n u a t i o n ) ;
3 r e s u l t = sync ( core , f u n c t i o n ) ;

The caller specifies explicitly the destination core and a functor
that represents the desired procedure call with all its arguments
(line 1). A continuation can be provided that will process the
result on the destination core (line 2). For example, such a
continuation could send the result to the caller’s core using
an RPC like in line 1. The last line shows a synchronous
call where the caller is suspended until the result arrived.
Transferring the result and waking up to the caller has to be
implemented by the runtime environment somehow.
B. Remote Method Invocations (RMIs)
Remote method invocations use global object pointers to
select the destination. Such pointers combine the object’s
location (core) and memory address. In effect, this constructs
a partitioned global address space (PGAS) and the object’s
location determines where the invocation will be carried out.
Unlike the similar RPC mechanisms, the action functor is
applied on the destination object, for example, to call methods
of that object (line 4 in the example below). This approach

provides some flexibility as can be seen with collective invocations (lines 5–7): The same functor is simply applied on each
object of the group. For reductions a two-parameter functor
describes how the results are merged and the final result is
passed as continuation. Similarly, the gather operation can
apply the passed continuation on each individual result.
4
5
6
7

a s y n c ( o b j e c t , method , c o n t i n u a t i o n ) ;
a t e a c h ( o b j group , method ) ;
r e d u c e ( o b j group , method , c o m b i n e r , c o n t i n u a t i o n ) ;
g a t h e r ( o b j group , method , c o n t i n u a t i o n ) ;

To combine future variables with RMIs, the continuation
functor has a global pointer to the future variable and invokes
its assign method using an asynchronous CCI. The future’s
implementation will suspend and wake up threads that try to
read from the future before the value arrived.
C. Invocation Channels
With channels, the caller selects only a destination but the
invoked action is selected by each destination individually. The
caller writes data to a channel (e.g. emits an event), the channel
is connected to sinks on any core, and the sinks invoke an
action locally to handle incoming data. Continuation passing
is achieved by passing the destination sink for the result as
part of the event data.
Such channels provide a different type of flexibility: In
contrast to RMIs, the source needs no knowledge about the
actual receiver(s) and associated reactions. Sinks can be bound
to any action, for example, to a functor that is applied on
received data or by assigning a preallocated activity that
is scheduled whenever data arrives. Furthermore, sinks can
collect and merge incoming data before invoking an action.
Future variables are sinks whose actions depend dynamically
on the threads that wait for the future’s value.
D. Existing Implementations
The Goroutines approach [30] provides an asynchronous
invocation primitive with automatic load balancing between
cores and channels are used for communication but these do
not invoke actions. Inter-processor interrupts (IPIs) provide
data-less preemptive channels: Addressing is based on core
and interrupt identifiers, and the invoked action is selected by
the receiver’s interrupt vector. Asynchronous RPC mechanisms
are provided by X10’s at and async primitives [18] as well as
Chapel’s on and cobegin statements [31].
IV. RUNTIME E NVIRONMENTS
A runtime environment is needed that provides messaging
for CCI delivery and scheduling of pending invocations.
The messaging subsystem has to provide asynchronous send
primitives and a non-blocking polling primitive that receives
messages from any source. To ensure consistency, CCIs to
the same destination have to be delivered in-order and the
combination of polling and scheduling has to ensure in-order
processing of CCIs from the same source. Support for small
messages of a limited size is sufficient, e.g. a few cache
lines. For example, the mailbox system of MetalSVM [26]
and protocols from [23] can be used.
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Processing an invocation can trigger follow-up tasks. For
instance, writing to an event channel’s sink usually triggers its
event handler, which is executed later. Preemptive invocations
require some kind of priority-based scheduling combined with
cross-core interrupts to force the receiver to process incoming
CCIs and their follow-up tasks in time. Finally, future variables
would need the ability to suspend and resume tasks that wait
for future values. The next subsection compares basic task
types. Then, useful scheduling policies are summarized.
A. Task Types: Activities, Protothreads, and Coroutines
The main difference between the following task types is how
their execution context is represented. However, this does not
necessarily impact performance [32]. The simplest type are
non-blocking activities. Once started, an activity runs until
completion and, then returns. Hence, activities do not need
an individual call stack. Synchronous CCIs such as waiting
for future variables is not possible directly, because running
activities cannot wait. Instead, result continuations are used
to trigger follow-up activities. This style is sufficient, for
example, to implement state machines in system components:
Events are sent as CCIs to the component and the invoked
actions perform state changes and can emit further events.
Protothreads [33] extend activities by a fixed-size processing state. This allows a protothread to suspend itself
by storing the next instruction in the processing state and
returning control like any completed activity. The execution
is continued on the next activation by jumping to the stored
instruction. Because protothreads do not have an individual
stack, all longterm data has to be stored in the processing
state as well. For example, waiting on future variables is
achieved by attaching the protothread to the variable. Once
the value arrived, the variable reschedules that protothread to
continue its execution. Although blocking is still not possible
inside nested calls because of the fixed-size processing state,
protothread simplify the implementation of complex control
flows by converting them into a state machine implicitly.
In contrast, each coroutine has an own stack and is started
by switching into that stack. Blocking operations suspend
the coroutine by storing the execution state on the stack and
switching to the next coroutine’s stack or back to the scheduler.
Thus, a coroutine can suspend inside any nested call.
Interrupting short running activities and protothreads is
usually not beneficial. Nonetheless, interrupts can be used to
provide a limited number of preemption levels by executing
activities of higher priority on the same stack and then
continuing the interrupted activity [34]. Coroutines can be
suspended from the outside with interrupts by switching out of
the coroutine’s stack from within the interrupt handler. When
the coroutine is resumed at a later time, the interrupt handler
is continued, which in turn returns to the coroutine.
Because operations that are used by activities and protothreads must never block, sending CCIs over the network
poses a new challenge. In case the CCI message could not
be sent because of contention, the send operation has to fail.
Coroutines and protothreads can suspend themselves and retry
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later. Special care is necessary with activities, for example, by
repeating the whole activity later or dropping the CCI.
B. Task Scheduling
The task types can be unified as task objects that have
a run() method and scheduling-specific data such as the
task’s priority. From the scheduler’s point of view, suspended
coroutines simply return from their run method. This can be
extended to switch memory protection and protection modes
when entering and leaving the run method.
When multiple CCIs arrived, an order of execution has to
be determined. However, the invocations from the same source
should be processed in-order to retain consistency. This can
be resolved by restricting invocations to short non-blocking
operations and executing them directly from the messaging
buffers. These simpler invocations can then invoke longer
running actions by enqueueing tasks for the scheduler.
Still, most tasks are short running and, hence, there is
no point in scheduling them fairly according to their past
processor time as it was common for time-sharing thread
schedulers. A simple First-Come-First-Served scheduling is
often sufficient and faster, because otherwise the scheduling
overhead exceeds the task’s actual runtime easily. Real-time
schedulers assign some kind of priority to each task and
process tasks according to the priority, starting with the highest
one. The priority can either be determined statically at compile
time or dynamically at run-time. An example for the latter is
the Earliest-Deadline-First scheduling [35], [34].
Another aspect is the integration of application- and systemlevel scheduling. Some systems separate both strictly and the
system’s tasks are scheduled only when the application hands
over or looses the control flow. For instance, MPI’s progress
engine is often implemented by a cooperative internal activity
scheduler. In contrast, application and system can share a
single scheduler, which is necessary for applications with
realtime scheduling needs. However, using higher priorities
for system tasks would in effect reproduce above separation.
An architectural compromise are hierarchical schedulers like
the event scheduling tree of the Vortex OS [36].
V. E XPERIENCES ON THE SCC
We implemented a minimal bare-metal environment on
the experimental Intel S CC processor [15]. The environment
provides interrupt handling, local memory management, various schedulers [34], and one-sided communication based on
active messages [23]. Basic CCIs are sent as active messages
and are executed directly from the communication memory
without any copying. Preemptive CCIs also trigger the external
interrupt of the destination core by writing into its on-chip configuration registers. A core has to wait for new CCIs when its
task list is empty, which is achieved either by busy polling or
by sleeping with the hlt instruction until an interrupt signals
incoming CCIs. On top of this, REFLEX event channels [12]
were implemented, which are global pointers to sinks that
trigger a statically allocated activity or protothread.
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CCI round trip time based on interrupts and on busy polling.

The first experiment studies the impact of interrupt overheads on the CCI roundtrip time: On core 0, an event is
written to a channel that points to a sink on another core.
There, the sink triggers an activity that emits a result event
back to core 0. Figure 2 shows the median round trip times in
core clock cycles for the 800x1600x1066 MHz configuration
(tile/mesh/memory clock rate) with FIFO scheduling. The
round trips took around 2000 cycles with busy polling and
around 3000 cycles with hlt-based sleeping and sending
interrupts after the CCI message. Measuring S CC’s 3V3SCC
current meter showed that the processor’s power consumption
is reduced by a factor of two when all cores are halted instead
of busily polling for new messages.
Obviously, the cross-core interrupts for preemption and idle
sleeping do not come for free. Performance improvements
are possible through latency hiding or overhead avoidance.
Latency hiding can be achieved by sending the interrupt
before transferring the message because, then, entering the
interrupt handling overlaps with writing the message to the
communication memory. In the above experiment, this strategy was able to hide the additional interrupt latency nearly
completely. Interrupts were sent in both directions by writing
to the on-tile configuration registers, which takes 60–90 cycles.
Thus, handling a single interrupt takes around 450 cycles.
Unfortunately, this strategy could not be used in practice:
Sometimes the interrupt handler looks for the message too
early. Simply waiting for its arrival is not sufficient because
it could have been processed already, but not waiting long
enough deadlocks the system inside the hlt-based sleeping.
In contrast, overhead avoidance tries to suppress the regular
interrupt handling when the system can handle the messages
directly. For example, the scheduler can disable interrupts and,
instead, check the interrupt status register regularly between
executing tasks. The system’s reactivity is not degraded as long
as these tasks take less time than the interruptions would cost
and, thus, interrupts really need to be enabled only for long
running tasks. Such overhead avoidance was not effective on
the S CC because checking and resetting the interrupt status in
the on-chip configuration registers is too costly. This might be
resolved by a real processor register that provides fast checking
and manipulation of the interrupt status. Also instructions
that check for arrived messages more directly than repeatedly
fetching data from the communication memory would reduce
the polling overhead considerably.
Our first measurements exhibited large variations as shown
in Figure 3 with differences up to 1500 cycles between
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Completion time of collective reduce invocations.

individual round trips. It turned out that some of the TLB
misses caused the core to stall because the page tables were
mapped as non-cached memory and access to the off-chip
memory takes very long when it collides with the DRAM
refresh that happens every 64ms. With cached page tables, the
jitter shrunk to less than 10 cycles. In consequence, to reduce
jitter, caching should be enabled for any mostly-read data in
the off-chip memory—including page tables. Sharing parts of
page tables with enabled L2 caching is almost possible on the
S CC: The collective TLB shoot down invocation just has to
evict the modified parts from the L2 caches before invalidating
the TLBs. However, the state flags (accessed and dirty bit) are
not updated consistently without enabling write-through mode.
On top of the event channels, we implemented collective
invocations by using temporary sinks that count and merge
incoming results at the multicast tree’s nodes. Starting on core
0, one member object per core was added to the group. Figure 4 shows average completion times. A collective reduction
with all 48 cores took 14k cycles with interrupts and 11k
cycles with busy polling. As expected, the completion time
grew logarithmically with the number of participating cores.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
A survey of cross-core invocations at the level of bare-metal
applications was presented. With appropriate task scheduling,
preemptive cross-core invocations improve the reactivity of the
system and enable distributed realtime applications.
We presented experiences gained from implementing such
mechanisms on the S CC by using inter-core interrupts. However, the interrupt processing overhead increased the communication latency considerably. Overlapping message transfer
and interrupt processing can hide this latency but timing
issues pose a challenge while the computational overhead is
not reduced at all. Instead, new hardware mechanisms could
make preemptive cross-core invocations more efficient and
predictable.
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Abstract—The Single-Chip Cloud Computer (SCC) is a research chip of Intel Labs featuring 48 processor cores on a
single die. Having no hardware support for cache coherence, the
SCC resembles a distributed on-chip system that uses message
passing over an on-chip network of switches for inter-core communication. The low latency of on-chip message passing allows
algorithms to scale beyond the limits of macroscopic computer
clusters. In addition to point-to-point communication, parallel
message passing applications often use collective operations that
involve all or a set of the available processes. Consequently,
collectives should be tuned for low latency, too, in order to
achieve fair application performance. To support this, we present
optimized versions of collectives that outperform the fastest
implementations currently available for the SCC by factors of
1.6x up to 2.5x. For a thermodynamics application, the use of
these optimized routines results in a speedup of 42%.
Index Terms—Message passing, MPI, collective communication

I. I NTRODUCTION
The Single-Chip Cloud Computer (SCC) is a research
chip developed by Intel Labs that features 48 x86-compatible
processor cores on a single die. The chip is a tile-based
design, where 24 homogeneous tiles, each containing two
processor cores, are arranged into a 6×4 mesh. The tiles
are connected with each other and off-chip resources over
a fast on-chip network. To this end, a tile includes a mesh
interface unit and 16 KB of local memory that is primarily
intended for message-passing. Since the SCC has no hardware
support for cache coherence, it can be seen as a distributed
on-chip system. This notion is also supported by the native
communication library RCCE [1], which provides MPI-like
functions for passing point-to-point messages in a blocking
manner. In contrast to a computer cluster, passing a message
through an on-chip network involves very low latency, typically in the order of 50 clock cycles [2]. As communication
costs decrease in relation to computation, applications can be
parallelized at a finer scale and among a higher amount of
cores to make use of the chip’s available transistors. In addition
to point-to-point communication, such applications generally
use collective communications like Broadcast to distribute
initial data to cores, or Reduce for collecting intermediate or
final results. Consequently, having both low-latency point-topoint and collective operations is important for reaching high
application performance.
With the example of an application computing thermodynamic properties, we have developed a set of optimizations

for the existing message-passing libraries and evaluted their
effect on the latency of individual collective calls, as well as
on the performance of the complete application.
II. P REVIOUS WORK
The first approach for porting the thermodynamics application to the SCC was based on RCKMPI [3], an MPI implementation customized for the SCC. This MPI stack is derived
of MPICH and uses the SCC’s on-chip network as communication channel. While cross-compiling the application and
linking it against RCKMPI worked without modififcations
to the source code, the RCKMPI version available at that
time was known to have some scalability issues. Thus, in
a second step, we replaced it by the small and lightweight
library RCCE provided by Intel. As RCCE is missing efficient
implementations for collective operations, we complemented it
with RCCE comm [4], a library implementing collectives with
RCCE primitives. Compared to RCKMPI, this combination
roughly doubled the achieved application performance.
At a later stage, RCKMPI was superseded by a new
version called RCKMPI2 [5] that fixes the scalability issue
and increases the communication efficiency significantly compared to its predecessor. Benchmarks showed that RCKMPI2
outperforms its older version in nearly every respect, but still
performs worse than RCCE comm (see results in Section IV).
As will be shown later, the performance of RCCE comm
can be improved further by using non-blocking send and
receive primitives instead of the blocking ones provided by
RCCE. The iRCCE library [6] can be used to provide the
required functionality as it adds MPI-like support for issuing non-blocking send and receive requests, accompanied by
functions to cancel pending requests or to wait for requests to
complete. However, the introduction of unnecessary features
in functions acting as primitives may result in significant
overhead that limits performance [7]. Thus, we have investigated steps to reduce such overheads in order to obtain
fast implementations of collectives [8]. In this paper, we will
elaborate on these points and compare their efficiency against
RCKMPI2, a representative for full MPI solutions, and against
RCCE comm on top of RCCE as lightweight solution.
III. O PTIMIZATIONS
The considerable performance improvement by switching
from RCKMPI to RCCE comm and RCCE motivated a closer
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Fig. 1: Bucket algorithm
look at the distribution of runtime spent in each of the application’s functions. Profiling revealed that the highest amount
of communication time falls upon the Allreduce collective.
Allreduce is an operation that combines one operand value of
each process into a single result value by means of a binary
operator. In the following, we assume this to be the addition
operator “+”, but in general any associative binary operator
can be used. Formally, having p processes supplying operand
vectors with n elements each, let vk [i] denote the i-th element
of process k’s operand vector (0 ≤ i < n, 0 ≤ k < p). After
collectively calling Allreduce, all processes should
Pp−1 have a copy
of the result vector res, with ∀i : res[i] = c=0 vc [i].
For operand vectors exceeding 512 double precision floating
point values, the Allreduce implementation of RCCE comm
uses Barnett’s bucket algorithm [9]. This algorithm splits the
operand vectors into p parts (“buckets”) and distributes the
computation of the individual buckets among the involved
cores. It is organized into rounds, where in each round, a core
sends its intermediate result of the previous round (its initial
bucket in the first round) to its right neighbour (cf. Fig. 1a).
Consequently, all cores receive a bucket of their left neighbor,
which they combine element-wise with the corresponding
elements of their local input operand (Fig. 1b). These actions
are repeated in future rounds (Fig. 1c) until each core has
computed one bucket of the result vector.
A. Relaxed synchronization
An analysis of the application’s call graph profile showed
that most of the time spent in Allreduce is used by RCCE’s
send and receive functions. For both of these functions, the
sub-function RCCE_wait_until, which performs inter-core
synchronization by waiting on flags to be manipulated by
remote cores, accounted for roughly 15–40% of their runtime.
The reason why the bucket algorithm synchronizes this
much can be found in its structure. The important points to
notice here are the circular traffic pattern (cf. Figs. 1a and
1c), and the fact that cores both need to send and to receive
a bucket each round. Since the send and receive primitives
of RCCE are blocking, they can both return only after their
matching counterpart has been called at the remote side. This
requires cores to post the send and receive in a specific order
to avoid deadlocks. In RCCE comm, this is taken care of by
the odd-even pattern that lets odd-numbered cores first call
receive, followed by send, while even-numbered cores perform
the calls in reverse order (cf. Alg. 1).
In addition to the overhead caused by branching on the
process number, this forces the operations to finish in the given
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Input: bi: bucket index; lef t, right: IDs of neighbor cores

7

if RCCE_comm_size() mod 2 = 0 then
if RCCE_comm_rank() mod 2 = 0 then
RCCE_send(result[bi], bucket size, right);
RCCE_recv(recv bucket, bucket size, lef t);
else
RCCE_recv(recv bucket, bucket size, lef t);
RCCE_send(result[bi], bucket size, right);

8

else

1
2
3
4
5
6

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

if RCCE_comm_rank() mod 2 = 1 then
RCCE_send(result[bi], bucket size, right);
else if RCCE_comm_rank() > 0 then
RCCE_recv(recv bucket, bucket size, lef t);
if RCCE_comm_rank() mod 2 = 1 then
RCCE_recv(recv bucket, bucket size, lef t);
else
RCCE_send(result[bi], bucket size, right);
if RCCE_comm_rank() = 0 then
RCCE_recv(recv bucket, bucket size, lef t);

result[bi] := result[bi] + recv bucket;

Algorithm 1: Allreduce round with blocking primitives

order, as synchronization occurs after the first and after the
second call (cf. Fig. 2a). This order can force a core to wait
on data, even when the data in question is already available
at its left neighbor. For a core ranked p this is e.g. the case
when its left neighbor p − 1 must perform the receive first, but
p − 1 itself is waiting for data of its left neighbor p − 2. Such
wasting of time can be avoided by the use of non-blocking
operations, which allow the send and receive to complete in
any order. In that case, cores synchronize only once per round,
i.e. on the completion of both the send and receive operations
(cf. Fig. 2b).
To accelerate Allreduce, we included the iRCCE library and
replaced the blocking calls within RCCE comm by iRCCE’s
non-blocking equivalents. As a side effect, the use of nonblocking primitives allows to issue the start of the send
and receive in an arbitrary order. Consequently, the odd-even
Input: bi: bucket index; lef t, right: IDs of neighbor cores
1
2

iRCCE_isend(result[bi], bucket size, right, &sndreq);
iRCCE_irecv(recv bucket, bucket size, lef t, &rcvreq);

4

iRCCE_isend_wait(&sndreq);
iRCCE_irecv_wait(&rcvreq);

5

result[bi] := result[bi] + recv bucket;

3

Algorithm 2: Allreduce round with non-blocking primitives
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Fig. 2: Signaling sequence of one Allreduce round
pattern is no longer required, allowing a considerably simpler
implementation of the message exchange phase (cf. Alg. 2).
B. Overhead minimization
While evaluation of non-blocking based Allreduce showed
an absolute increase in performance, the percentage of time
spent for communication management, like setting up and
scheduling a data transfer, actually increased compared to
the blocking primitives of RCCE. This is due to the fact
that when communication calls do not block until finished,
multiple pending send or receive requests can be active at
the same time. iRCCE supports this by storing incoming
requests inside a linked list and processing them in the order of
their arrival. In addition to communication initiation, iRCCE
contains functions for waiting on the completion of a particular
request or for canceling its execution.
While these features are very comfortable seen from an
application developer’s perspective, they come at the cost of
significant overhead. For operations like Allreduce that make
heavy use of communication primitives, this overhead can be
a limiting factor for performance. Since implementations of
many collectives are organized into rounds during which at
most one message is being sent and received simultaneously,
this overhead is caused by functionality that is not even used.
As a consequence, we have implemented our own set of nonblocking primitives as a RCCE extension called RCCEnb that

528 elements
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...

limits the maximum number of active transmissions to at most
one for each direction (incoming and outgoing messages). This
way, list-keeping can be omitted completely, and also the remaining management (e.g. communication setup) is simplified
significantly. Measurements have shown that replacing iRCCE
with our own set of non-blocking primitives effectively halves
the latency of an Allreduce call (see Section IV).
C. Fair load balancing
When two cores are synchronized with each other, this
usually means that the core reaching the synchronization point
in its code first must wait on the other core catching up. In
case of collective operations organized in rounds, cores have
to wait for incoming data, which is subsequently forwarded or
processed locally. If – like in case of the bucket algorithm –
all cores are synchronized with each other, e.g. by a circular
traffic pattern (cf. Fig. 1), the amount of work to be done each
round should be equal for all cores in order to minimize the
waiting times imposed by synchronization.
In the bucket algorithm, the amount of work to be done
directly corresponds to the bucket size. Since each core
processes a different bucket, all buckets should ideally contain
the same number of elements. RCCE comm determines the
bucket size by performing an integer division of the input
vector’s element count by the number of cores, i.e. bn/pc. If
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Fig. 3: Bucket size ratios for different vector lengths
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n is not a multiple of p, the remaining n mod p elements are
added to the first bucket. This can lead to a serious imbalance
in bucket sizes, as the remainder of the integer division can
be larger than the result. Consider the example of Fig. 3a: For
575 elements, the general bucket size is 11 elements. Until the
next multiple of 48 (i.e. 576) is reached, further elements are
simply added to the first bucket, thereby linearly increasing the
imbalance. At the worst point of 575 elements, the remainder
of the integer division is 47, resulting in the first bucket
containing 11 + 47 = 58 elements while all other buckets
comprise just 11 elements. The ratio of the first bucket’s size
to that of other buckets is about 5.3 : 1 here, meaning that the
core processing the first bucket runs about five times as long
as the other cores each round, effectively slowing them down
by synchronization.
We adapted the bucket sizing method such that the remaining elements of the integer division are distributed among a
set of buckets instead of assigning all to the first one, hence
providing a more even distibution. Particularly, the first n
mod p buckets are assigned one additional element to take
up the non-evenly distributable elements. This can be seen in
Fig. 3b: For the worst-case situation described in the previous
paragraph, the first 47 buckets are assigned one extra element
each such that they have 12 elements in total. Identical to the
old sizing method, the last bucket still comprises 11 elements.
This distribution has a balance ratio of roughly 1.1 : 1, which
is a considerable improvement.
D. Data flow optimization
Since the on-die local memory (i.e. the MPB) is very limited
in its size, cores usually store working data in their private
off-chip memory partition. In order to transport data between
cores, the sending core copies the data from this private
memory into its local MPB and sends a signal to the receiving
core. As soon as the receiving core receives this signal, it
copies the data from the sender’s MPB into its own private
memory (“pull”-style communication). While this procedure
works well if received data is to be processed further locally,
collective operations often use cores as “relay nodes” that
simply have to forward received data to the next core with
little or no local processing. In this case, the frequent copying
of data into and out of the MPB can be avoided by allowing
in-transit data to be kept inside the MPB.
...

RCCE_irecv

compute reduction

memcpy_put
inbuf[]
(private mem.)

Remote MPB
...
memcpy_get

outbuf[]
(private mem.)

RCCE_isend

For our example of Allreduce, each round of the bucket
algorithm moves operand data as shown in Fig. 4a. At the start
of a round, a core receives a remote bucket by calling (i)recv.
Internally, this function uses the memcpy_get routine to copy
the data out of the sender’s MPB into private off-chip memory.
In the computation phase, both the received operands and the
local ones are read from off-chip RAM and are combined
subsequently. The results are written back to private memory.
At the start of the next round, the result vector must be sent to
the right neighbor, which is done by calling (i)send. Similar to
the receiving case, this uses memcpy_put internally to copy
the data from off-chip memory into the local MPB. Since the
results of a round have to be transferred to the right neighbor in
the next round, but are never used locally again, the overhead
of copying can be avoided by keeping them inside the MPB.
The simplified approach is shown in Fig. 4b for one round.
Assume that core 47, i.e. the left neighbor of core 0, has the
intermediate result of the previous round (or its local operand
vector in case of the first round) stored in its MPB. Then,
core 0 can directly read the remote operands from core 47’s
MPB, combine it with its local operands, and store the result in
its local MPB. This procedure omits the two copy operations
involved by the send and receive calls and requires only a
single access to off-chip memory. As MPBs are filled by their
local core and read by the right neighbors simultaneously, a
double buffering approach is used where the MPB is split in
half as indicated by the dashed lines in Fig. 4b. While one
half contains the results of the previous round, acting as a
read buffer for the right neighbor’s remote operands, the other
half serves as storage for the current round’s results. At the
end of a round, cores are synchronized with each other, and
the roles of the buffers are swapped afterwards.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We applied the proposed optimizations to six collective
operations of RCCE comm, namely Allgather, Allreduce,
Alltoall, Broadcast, Reduce, and ReduceScatter. Then we
evaluated the effect of the different optimization steps on
the latency of individual operations, and on the runtime of
a complete application. To this end, we configured the SCC
with the standard preset, clocking the cores at 533 MHz, the
network and DRAM at 800 MHz. On the software side, we
...

...

Core 47
remote read

memcpy_get

Core 1 ...

Core 0
inbuf[]
(private mem.)

+

Local MPB
...

+

memcpy_put

outbuf[]
(private mem.)

outbuf[]
(private mem.)

...

Remote

remote read

MPB

...
+

local write

...

outbuf[]
(private mem.)

Local

...
...

round 0

MPB

round 1

(a) isend/irecv-based Allreduce

(b) MPB-based Allreduce

Fig. 4: Data movement inside an Allreduce round
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used sccKit 1.4.1.3 and the latest available versions of the
communication libraries, specifically RCCE 1.1.0, iRCCE 1.2,
and both RCKMPI2 as well as RCCE comm in revision 303
of the public SVN repository [10].
Fig. 5 shows the latency of individual operations. Nearly
all graphs of RCCE-based implementations show spikes with
a period of four elements, which matches the size of an L1
cacheline. As RCCE performs an extra synchronization for
the transmission of bytes that do not fill a whole cacheline,
the transfer of messages not being a multiple of the L1’s
line size takes longer than a transfer of messages consisting
only of complete cachelines. As RCKMPI2 uses its own
method for data transmission, it does not suffer from this issue.
Consequently, its latency graphs display a smoother behavior.
With the exception of Allgather, RCCE comm outperforms
RCKMPI2 in every respect even in its original form and
based on RCCE’s blocking primitives. To provide a fair
comparison, we hence chose the combination of RCCE comm
using RCCE primitives as baseline implementation. Relaxing
the synchronization by switching to non-blocking primitives
gives speedups between 9.5% for Broadcast and a factor of
2.6x for Allgather. The use of more lightweight primitives has
nearly no performance impact on Allgather and Alltoall, but
accelerates the other four collectives by factors between 1.5x
(Reduce) and 2x (ReduceScatter). For Reduce and Allreduce,
the load imbalance issue is clearly visible in form of the ramplike latency increments between element counts of multiples of
48. The balanced versions avoid this and increase performance
by more than 60% (Reduce) or 90% (Allreduce) at best, or
around 20% on average. Finally, the data flow optimized
version of Allreduce results in an average acceleration of
an additional 10%. While we initially expected this to have
a much higher impact on performance, the relatively high
latency of local MPB accesses, caused by a workaround for
a bug in the MPB arbitration logic1 , reduces the effectiveness
of this optimization step. In spite of the potential we attribute
to a simplified data flow, we hence did not apply this step to
further collectives.
To show the impact on the runtime of a complete application, we benchmarked a thermodynamics code performing
Grand Canonical Monte Carlo simulation [11]. As Fig. 6
shows, low-latency collectives have a notable effect on this application’s performance. The combined optimizations achieve
a speedup of 42% compared to the baseline of RCCE comm
and RCCE, the main contribution (17.8%) being due to
lightweight primitives.
V. C ONCLUSION
The low latencies in on-chip networks enable fine-grained
parallelism involving a higher communication rate than traditional cluster architectures. While point-to-point communications directly benefit from this, message-passing applications
often use collective operations to distribute and gather data. As
a consequence, collectives should also be subjected to latency
optimizations in order to turn the lower communication latency
into application performance.
1 see

http://communities.intel.com/docs/DOC-5405
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Fig. 6: Application performance
We have investigated optimizations for collectives that have
been shown to accelerate individual operations by factors
of 1.6x up to 2.5x. For an example application, the proposed optimizations result in a total speedup of 42%, thus
demonstrating the importance of low latency collectives for
application performance.
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Abstract—The focus of this paper is the analysis of InterProcessor Communication for future many-core processors. We
present a prototype that connects two Intel Single-chip Cloud
Computer boards via PCI express in a transparent way, which
creates a high flexibility concerning the target of a remote memory access. This enables message passing based applications using
RCCE as well as MPI to run on a Cluster-of-Clusters consisting
of 96 SCC cores. As a result, it is possible to analyze programming
models for the SCC Many-Core Processors regarding scalability
and hierarchy-aware communication in more detail. Along with
this, we present first performance results and develop alternative
communication and synchronization schemes for optimization.

for IBC implemented in the System Interface FPGA. The
rest of this paper is structured bottom up concerning the
communication layers. In Section III, we detail the basic
functionality of our prototype and first performance results for
RCCE. Section V includes the use of the MPI implementation
SCC-MPICH for multiple SCCs. In Section VI, we discuss
benchmark results that point out the potential of our prototype.
Section VII summarizes this paper and gives an outlook for
future work.

I. I NTRODUCTION

A broad variety of options exist for the connection of
computing systems, each consisting of one or more processors.
In the field of High Performance Computing (HPC), mass
market products like Ethernet and Infiniband as well as specialized products like Bull Coherent Switch (BCS), Dolphin
PCI Express or NumaScale Interconnect are used for the communication between computing nodes. This creates clusters,
huge SMP systems, or hybrid variants out of coherent and
non-coherent interconnects for commodity hardware. Software
applications typically use those interconnects in an implicit
or explicit way of communication, depending on the parallel
programming paradigm.
At the Chair for Operating Systems the performance of
a bare-metal application using the MetalSVM eMAC driver
and the lwIP stack has been analyzed [2]. For the eMAC
driver of sccLinux 2.6.38 a performance issue has been identified by comparing its throughput to the bare-metal variant.
Meanwhile, a new version of sccLinux is available based on
the 3.1.4 Linux kernel, which we use in this paper for a
comparison with the transparent IBC.
Intel Labs in Braunschweig developed a concept for a
cluster of eight SCCs, directly connected through the System
Interface FPGAs. This basic idea is based on a re-use of
the SCC silicon router hardware by the FPGA to create a
Cluster-of-Clusters (CoC) with 2 × 4 nodes SCCs, which
allows running 384 cores in parallel. The System Interface
(SIF) FPGA – a Xilinx Virtex 5 device – contains fast general
purpose IO ports (Rocket I/O) that can be used to communicate
between two neighboring SCC systems. By re-mapping the
mesh packets that leave the SCC and routing them through
the SIF FPGA similar to the method that is presented in
Section III, it would be possible to allow message passing

The Single-chip Cloud Computer (SCC) experimental processor [1] is a concept vehicle created by Intel Labs as a
platform for many-core software research, which consists of
48 cores arranged in a 6 × 4 on-die mesh of tiles with two
cores per tile. As a research prototype, the SCC platform has
two different types of non-coherent shared memory: off-die
memory by four DDR3 memory controllers as well as ondie memory, called Message Passing Buffers (MPBs). In this
paper we introduce a third type of memory, that is located
on-die at a remote SCC.
Currently, two possibilities exist for the Inter-Board Communication (IBC) of multiple SCC systems. Both are network
based, and use the Ethernet protocol, either via physical ports
(eMAC) or software tunnel (PCIe). Since the presence of
the eMAC ports, the tunneled version via PCIe has become
more or less obsolete for network based communication but
the connection is still used for setup and debugging purpose.
Nevertheless, explicit communication is provided both ways,
including overhead of the network stack.
RCCE as the communication library for the SCC processor
uses the Message Passing Buffers for communication and
synchronization. The approach to transparently map the remote
MPBs arises a third possibility for Inter-Board Communication. This method allows a reuse of the common RCCE API
for multiple SCCs without any modifications. In this paper we
present first performance results for the use of RCCE in big
flags mode with multiple SCCs and resulting optimizations.
Furthermore, we evaluate the performance of our prototype
with iRCCE and MPI application benchmarks.
The next section covers related work for a connection
of Many-core Processors and draft an alternative approach

II. R ELATED W ORK
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Fig. 1: Inter-Board Communication (IBC) Prototype
across the SCC nodes. As the mesh interfaces in each SCC
tile are highly optimized, there are no redundant bits in the
packets that can be used to encode the Chip ID in addition to
the Tile ID which is already contained in the packets.
Therefore, it is possible to modify the so called Transaction
ID without an impact on the behavior of the Mesh Interface.
This technique allows the clustering of up to eight SCC
systems. Because of a high utilization of the FPGA resources
it would be necessary to limit the number of parallel memory
transactions to a maximum of eight. Thus, if more than eight
cores would need to access off-chip message passing buffers,
the requests would be serialized, with a maximum of eight
parallel requests per SCC in flight. Due to these restrictions,
Intel Labs decided not to develop a prototype of a SCC
Cluster-of-Clusters that is implemented in the FPGA and uses
Rocket I/O. Indeed, the prototype that is presented in the next
section has similar restrictions but has the advantage of a faster
prototyping to build a Cluster of SCCs.
III. P ROTOTYPE
The SCC platform has been developed by Intel Labs as a
concept vehicle for many-core software research. The standard
software framework for the SCC is called sccKit, which
contains a Linux version that provides drivers for network
support as the only option for Inter-Board Communication
(IBC). Provided options are a tunneled network device via PCI
express and a physical Ethernet support through the System
Interface FPGA.
The communication model of the prototype presented in this
section is different. As proposed in the previous section, we
target a transparent access at low level between two SCC nodes
without changing the System Interface FPGA. Figure 1 shows
the setup of the prototype, which is presented in this section.
Therefore, we first detail in this section the needed changes
to the SCC infrastructure for a realization of the prototype.
And second in the next section, we detail needed changes to
the SCC communication library RCCE and and its extension
iRCCE to optimize the performance.
A. Alternative Hardware
The idea is to connect two SCCs via the existing PCIe
communication path between the SCC cores and the System
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Interface (SIF) and thereby allow a transparent communication
on low level without any hardware changes to the SCC
systems.
Although, we had to choose alternative Management Console PC (MCPC) hardware for the realization of a prototype
because the hardware recommended by Intel Labs does not
support the use of a second PCIe expansion card. The use
of alternative hardware for the MCPC has been an active
discussion in the MARC community. Many users reported
bad experiences by using different hardware than the recommended configuration. Our configuration is based on an Intel
Server Board S5000PSL, which works for the operation with
two SCCs.
In addition to that, an extension of the Linux Kernel
driver crbif and the sccKit was needed to support the
use of multiple SCC devices with one MCPC. Additionally,
our crbif extension has to provide routing functionality in
software to enable a transparent Inter-Board Communication.
This functionality is detailed in the next paragraph.
B. MCPC Router Functionality
Because of the 32 bit architecture of the SCC cores and
a larger amount of addressable memory than 4 GByte of the
SCC platform, another indirection between core addresses and
physical system addresses is needed. One Lookup Table (LUT)
per core holds 256 entries, what results in a page frame size
of 16 MByte that is addressable per LUT entry.
Here, for the realization of a transparent interconnect a
single LUT entry can be used to map all MPBs of a remote
SCC. This is possible, because of the crbif driver, which
is extended to serve the generated requests by identifying
incoming requests for a remote SCC and forward them to the
specific destination.
Since the hardware routing of the on-die 2D mesh network
is fixed, it is not possible to encode the destination on a
remote SCC for IBC within the address field of a physical
address. Packages that are intended for a remote SCC have
to be addressed to the System Interface first (cf. Figure 1).
These packages are tagged with a unique key in the address
field, similar to the method of the tunneled Ethernet driver.
Besides this, an IBC package has to contain information about

the remote destination and sub-destination, so that the MCPC
can generate a correct request package.
As mentioned in the last section, the reserved bits of a system address are useless for this purpose because of the highly
optimized mesh of the SCC, which does not transfer these
bits. A workaround, which we applied to the prototype that is
presented in this section is to encode the remote destination
within the remaining address offset. This obviously shrinks
the maximum amount of memory which can be addressed by
one LUT entry that targets a remote SCC. For the completion
of an outstanding read request, the MCPC has to identify
the returning package and forward it to the specific core. If
the outstanding request is a write request and the automatic
acknowledges of the SIF are disabled, the MCPC has to
generate a specific package.
C. Optimization
Due to the reused Pentium R architecture, each SCC core
can only have one outstanding memory request. The SIF
handles the communication between SCC chip and MCPC and
has the option to generate automatic write acknowledges.
For the prototype of a transparent Inter-Board Communication for the SCC, enabling automatic write acknowledges
significantly decreases the latency for a remote write access.
Moreover, write accesses to a remote SCC can be interleaved,
which makes the remote write operation preferable for the
communication of multiple SCCs. Therefore, we analyze in the
next paragraph the possibility to change the communication
protocol of RCCE to obtain an optimal performance for the
inter-processor communication.
Besides the significantly lower latency of a write access, this
option to generate automatic write acknowledges turned out to
be problematic. Especially situations with a high load can lead
to lost packages and even to a complete system crash. As a
result, the higher performance mode of our prototype limits a
stable operation to situations with a moderate load.
Similar issues that arise from a high load for the on-die
mesh network resulting from a central communication point
have been discovered in [3]. Here, more than 24 cores can
generate a high contention through busy waiting to the mesh,
which leads to a starvation of cores. This effect can be be
reacted, by introducing a back-off. Such a workaround in
software would break the transparency of the Inter-Board
Communication. To build a transparent setup with an increased
stability and optimal performance it would be necessary to
change the behavior of the SIF and serialize a certain amount
of outstanding requests, as proposed in Section II.
Further optimization includes the behavior of the crbif
driver. Communication with the FPGA is handled by DMA
transfers. If no communication is pending the driver saves CPU
cycles on the MCPC. Turning-off this mode, decreases the
latency of a remote communication by polling for incoming
data instead.

is based on a local-put/remote-get (LPRG) communication
scheme (cf. 2a). A communication with RCCE_send() and
RCCE_recv() works as follows. First, the sender puts the
message to its local MPB. Second, the sender toggles a flag
at the receiver side for the indication of this event and finally
waits at a synchronization point for indication that the receiver
has copied the message to its private memory.
For On-Die Communication (ODC), which RCCE has been
developed for, this scheme has several advantages. Here, it is
guaranteed that each core writes to its local MPB only, which
simplifies the flag based synchronization method.
The transparent Inter-Board Communication, as proposed
in the previous section, generates the possibility to provide an
access to the MPB of a remote SCC. As a result, RCCE can be
used for On-Die and Inter-Board Communication on the SCC
platform, by extending the communication ranks in a linear
way (rck00 . . . rck95). However, a throughput of maximum
1 MByte/s can be achieved for the pingpong application using
the default communication scheme (cf. Figure 3). The reason
is that the communication with LPRG is based on remote read
requests to transfer data.
For our prototype, the Inter-Board Communication path is
routed through the MCPC, which increases the latency for a
remote access significantly (cf. Table I). In fact, a read access
takes approximately two timer longer than a write access.
Obviously, the option where the FPGA generates automatic
write acknowledges, even magnifies this effect by accelerating only write accesses. For the performance evaluation of
our transparent IBC prototype we decided to implement an
alternative communication scheme for RCCE called remoteput/local-get (RPLG), where the sender puts the message to
the Message Passing Buffer of the receiver.
A. Communication Schemes
Figure 2 illustrates the two alternative communication
schemes for RCCE. In Figure 2a and 2b, its basic communication scheme local-put/remote-get (LPRG) is shown besides
the alternative communication scheme remote-put/local-get
(RPLG). For the ODC, the LPRG communication scheme performs slightly better than the RPLG because of the simplified
synchronization.

core
put
MPB

IV. RCCE C OMMUNICATION L IBRARY
RCCE [4] is limited to blocking communication using
the MPBs to transfer messages. The communication protocol
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Fig. 2: Communication Schemes
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The protocol of the RPLG communication scheme has the
disadvantage that multiple cores can concurrently write to
the same MPB, which requires additional synchronization
(cf. Section V). Here, the throughput for IBC raises up
to 16 MByte/s for a larger message size, because the write
accesses to a remote memory location such as the MPBs
can be pipelined. Our measurements have shown that the
bisection throughput for this configuration is 47 MByte/s. For
all these measurements, the automatic write acknowledges
were enabled. Compared to the On-Die Communication, an
exchange of the communication scheme creates a maximum
throughput for the Inter-Board Communication that ranges
from 5 to 10 percent. This is in the same order of magnitude
than the communication via TCP/IP using the eMAC ports.
B. iRCCE Communication Extension
The iRCCE library [5] has been developed at the RWTH
Aachen University as an extension to the common RCCE
library in order to support a light weight non-blocking
communication for the SCC. Additionally, iRCCE offers
new inquiring functions for the Inter-Board Communication.
Quite similar to the common functions RCCE_ue() and
RCCE_num_ues(), these new functions iRCCE_dev()
and iRCCE_num_devs() return the ID and the count of
SCC boards involved. Furthermore, by means of the new function RCCE_num_ues_dev(), the number of active cores
per board can be inquired. All together, these five functions
provide enough information so that each core can determine
its position within the hierarchical setup of a coupled iRCCE
session. That way, future iRCCE applications may take the
hierarchical nature of such a cluster of SCCs into account.
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V. SCC-MPICH
SCC-MPICH is based on MP-MPICH, a multi-platform
message-passing library that in turn is derived from the
original MPICH and that particularly offers some features
for building Cluster-of-Clusters [6]. This part of MP-MPICH,
called MetaMPICH, provides hierarchy-awareness and allows
for using different communication facilities (in terms of multiple communication devices) at the same time.
The SCC-related part of SCC-MPICH is a new communication device that makes use of the on-die MPB for the
core-to-core communication [7]. This device, which in turn is
based iRCCE, is highly optimized for providing low latencies
and therefore offers three different communication protocols
(Short, Eager, Rendezvous), which are chosen according to the
message length. In addition to these, a fourth communication
protocol (SHM-Eager) can make use of the off-die sharedmemory for passing messages between the cores. However,
since this detour via the DDR3 memory badly impacts latency and throughput, this protocol is usually only used for
comparison purpose.
As a hierarchy-aware Message Passing Interface (MPI)
library, SCC-MPICH allows the user to spawn one single
MPI session across multiple SCC boards. In doing so, SCCMPICH uses TCP/IP for the inter-board communication while
the on-die communication is still handled via iRCCE and
thus via the MPBs [8]. As the IBC obviously constitutes a
bottleneck in terms of lower throughput and higher latencies,
SCC-MPICH offers some features to make such hierarchical
topologies queryable and thus visible even at application level.
Therefore, at least likewise hierarchical algorithms, as for
example coupled codes, can be partitioned to circumvent this
bottleneck.

On-Die Communication (ODC) vs.
Inter-Board Communication (IBC):
iRCCE in remote-put/local-get mode:
iRCCE with additional probe flags:
SCC-MPICH with common Short Protocol:
SCC-MPICH in Coupled Mode:

Normal flags
ODC
IBC
2.4 µs 32.2 µs
2.9 µs 72.4 µs
3.4 µs
—
7.3 µs 46.1 µs

Tagged flags
ODC
IBC
1.3 µs 26.4 µs
2.1 µs 26.5 µs
3.1 µs
—
3.5 µs 29.8 µs

TABLE I: Latency Comparison regarding Tagged Flags
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1 A Progress Engine is a dedicated part of an communication layer that
handles signaling messages, e.g. for flow control, and takes care of progress
for still pending payload messages in an iterative but transparent manner.
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Although, the TCP/IP-based coupling of multiple SCC
boards works quite well, a transparent inter-chip communication as presented in the prior sections promises much lower
latencies due to the omission of a higher-level network stack.
Because SCC-MPICH is based on iRCCE, the application of
a transparent coupling in terms of an iRCCE session spawned
transparently across two or more SCC boards seems, at least
at a first glance, quite simple.
However, it turned out that especially the switchover from
local-put/remote-get to the remote-put/local-get pattern within
iRCCE, as described in the previous section, constitutes a
major pitfall for its integration into SCC-MPICH. This is
because SCC-MPICH, in its capacity as an MPI library,
needs (in contrast to RCCE and iRCCE) a so-called Progress
Engine1 that iteratively checks for incoming messages and that
is able to dispatch and even to reorder messages according to
MPI rank, MPI tag and MPI communicator used.
This can be achieved on top of iRCCE by means of polling
on all remote MPBs in a round-robin fashion for new messages
addressed to a particular receiver. However, when switching
to remote-put/local-get semantics, a receiver can just poll on
its own local MPB while potential senders have to access this
MPB in a concurrent manner.
In order to fix this issue, additional probe flags (nue-1
in count) can be introduced for each core to reconstruct the
needed communication pattern, where nue is the total number
of started processes. However, the implementation of this
method in a straightforward manner introduces an additional
synchronization overhead that leads to an increased latency,
as illustrated in Figure 4. Therefore, we have spent a lot of
optimization effort to keep this additional overhead as low as
possible.
The way we followed to realize this was to use so-called
Tagged Flags that can carry additional payload information
alongside with their synchronization signals. This can be
achieved when using the so-called Big Flags mode of iRCCE,
where each synchronization flags is embodied by a whole
cache line of 32 Byte. In the common use of this mode, only
one integer word of 4 Byte is used for the actual synchronization whereas the remainder is unused. However, in Tagged
Flags mode these remaining 28 Bytes can be used for small
payloads in a piggyback fashion.

Fig. 4: Timely behavior of Communication Protocols

This is because on hardware level, all data exchange via the
mesh is conducted in cache line granularity.
Table I holds the obtained latencies for MPI and iRCCE
with On-Die Communication (ODC) and Inter-Board Communication (IBC) for the common PingPong application. Theses
measurements demonstrate that the resulting overhead of the
introduction of additional probe flags for small messages
can almost be compensated by using the described Tagged
Flags feature. Obviously, this feature reduces also the latencies
between cores communicating on the same die. Therefore, we
plan to integrate the option for Tagged Flags also into the next
major release of iRCCE in terms of a shortcut mechanism that
can improve the latencies of the common iRCCE_send()
and iRCCE_recv() functions.

iRCCE (with remote-put/local-get):
SCC-MPICH on iRCCE:
SCC-MPICH with TCP over MPB:
SCC-MPICH with TCP over eMAC:
Raw TCP (Sockets) over MPB:
Raw TCP (Sockets) over eMAC:

ODC
1.3 µs
3.1 µs
140 µs
108 µs
134 µs
94 µs

IBC
26.4 µs
29.8 µs
—
108 µs
—
94 µs

TABLE II: Latency Comparison between iRCCE and TCP
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Since the allocation of these flags decreases the amount
of MPB space remaining for the actual payload transfer,
the achievable communication throughput decreases, too. In
fact, when starting an SCC-MPICH session running on 64
cores, 6 kByte MPB space per core gets just allocated for
synchronization purpose (and of course for short messages
that can be sent via Tagged Flags), whereas merely 2 kByte
are effectively left for transferring larger messages. Finally,
the bad impact of this effect can be observed in Figure 5 for
the MPI case where the computing performance significantly
suffers for the 64 cores scenario.

linear speedup
native iRCCE
SCC-MPICH on iRCCE
SCC-MPICH with TCP

VII. C ONCLUSION AND O UTLOOK
1

8

16

32
cores

48

64

Fig. 5: LU (CLASS B) from the NAS Parallel Benchmarks
Since SCC-MPICH provides TCP/IP-based communication,
we applied the PingPong benchmark for such a configuration.
The advantages of omitting the TCP/IP software stack becomes blatantly obvious, by comparing the measured latencies
from Table II for TCP/IP and iRCCE-based communication.
VI. B ENCHMARKS
For a more challenging problem for the SCC, Mattson et
al. ported the LU and BT benchmarks from the well known
NAS [9] parallel benchmarks to RCCE [10]. To benchmark
our prototype, we run the LU benchmark (Class B) with
iRCCE and SCC-MPICH using the transparent Inter-Board
Communication. Here, we obtained measurements for up to
64 cores2 by connecting two SCC boards. That means that up
to 32 cores, the benchmark runs only on a single SCC, whereas
the scenario with 64 cores represents the coupled case.
As one can see in Figure 5, the benchmark scales quite well
as long as there is On-Die Communication only.3 Surprisingly,
the benchmark with iRCCE on 64 cores, the computing
performance scales super-linearly for the coupled case.
The reason is that the improved memcpy for the SCC of
iRCCE [11] uses software prefetching of data, which leads
to a better cache behavior for the benchmark. The Class B
problem of the LU kernel is small enough to fit into the
agglomerated caches of the 64 cores. This shows very plainly
that spawning one parallel session across multiple SCCs may
not only benefit from the higher degree of parallelism but also
from an increased aggregated cache size.
However, when looking at the MPI performance for 64
cores, a major drawback of using additional probe flags (at
least in iRCCE’s big flags mode) becomes obvious:
2 The LU benchmark requires a power of two as the number of started
processes. Hence, all 96 cores cannot be used in this scenario.
3 Frequency settings (Core/Mesh/Memory): 533 MHz/800 MHz/800 MHz
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In this paper we presented a concept for a low-level
Inter-Board Communication. We developed and analyzed a
prototype for the SCC platform which connects 96 cores in
a transparent way. As a result, the RCCE communication
library can be used for the communication between multiple
SCC boards with a hierarchical communication structure. We
figured out that with remote-put/local-get, the change of the
communication scheme leads to best performance for the
Inter-Board Communication.
For future research, it has to be evaluated how SCC-MPICH
can be optimized if both connections (PCIe and eMAC) are
used in parallel. Parallel applications can use hierarchy-aware
communication patterns to get best performance, especially
with respect to collective communications. Therefore, we draft
extensions to the common iRCCE API to expose locality to
the programmer. We see potential that other research projects
from the MARC community may profit from the results that
has been presented in this paper. For this purpose, we plan
to integrate the remote-put/local-get communication scheme
and tagged flag support to the next iRCCE release. Additionally, we plan to expand our prototype by mapping remote
synchronization and interrupt registers, as well as off-die
shared memory regions with the techniques that are presented
in this paper. This will enable the analysis of approaches
like Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) [12], Software
based Coherence [13] or Inter-Kernel Communication and
Synchronization [14] with an increase of the scalability and
overcome the limitation using only big flags mode of RCCE
(cf. Section VI) for Inter-Board Communication as in the
scope of this paper.
The general concept of a transparent communication with
an MCPC that acts as a software router is not limited to a
Cluster of SCCs with two boards, and a resulting core count of
96 as in our setting. Obviously, the limitation is generated by
the maximum number of PCIe devices, that can be connected
to a single MCPC. Moreover, if one of the MARC research
projects can benefit from a setup with up to eight SCC boards
connected by Rocket I/O, the project owner should not hesitate
to contact the authors in order to discuss the options for a
realization of the concept.
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Abstract—Intel’s Single-Chip Cloud Computer (SCC) is a
many-core architecture which stands out due to its complete lack
of cache-coherence and the presence of fast, on-die interconnect
for inter-core messaging. Cache-coherence, if required, must
be implemented in software. Moreover, the amount of shared
memory available on the SCC is very limited, requiring stringent
management of resources even in the presence of software cachecoherence.
In this paper, we present a series of techniques to provide
the ML programmer a cache-coherent view of memory, while
effectively utilizing both private and shared memory. To that
end, we introduces a new, type-guided garbage collection scheme
that effectively exploits SCC’s memory hierarchy, attempts to
reduce the use of shared memory in favor of message passing
buffers, and provides a efficient, coherent global address space.
Experimental results over a variety of benchmarks show that
more than 99% of the memory requests can be potentially cached.
These techniques are realized in MultiMLton, a scalable extension
of MLton Standard ML compiler and runtime system on the
SCC.

I. I NTRODUCTION
One of the key benefits, and perhaps, the most interesting
aspect of the Intel Single-chip Cloud Computer (SCC) [1] is
the lack of cache-coherence and the presence of a fast, hardware interconnect for message passing. This design choice,
however, forces the programmer to treat the SCC as a cluster of
machines and to be programmed in an SPMD style. Programs
written for an SMP system under the assumption of coherent
shared memory, unfortunately, cannot be easily ported to the
SCC. Such programs not only must be re-designed, but must
strictly manage the use of non cache-coherent shared memory
for inter-core communication due to its size. Efficient use of
the SCC’s message passing buffers (MPB) is often required
for scalability and to ease memory pressure.
As such, any programming model which allows programming processors like the SCC in a manner similar to a
traditional cache-coherent multicore machine, by hiding the architectural details of the SCC, must provide: 1) software based
cache-coherence, 2) memory management for shared memory,
and 3) use of MPBs for inter-core communication. Thus, the
runtime should perform the task of effectively mapping the
uniform memory space onto the private, core-local memories,
as well as the shared memory. In addition, the model should
also hide the existence of specialized messaging hardware
like the MPBs. Whenever profitable, inter-core communication
should be automatically performed through MPBs, without
relying on the programmer to identify such communication.
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To achieve such a programming model, we introduce a
series of compiler, garbage collection, and runtime techniques.
First, we introduce a garbage collection scheme with threadlocal heaps and shared heaps to provide a single coherent address space across all of the cores. The runtime automatically
optimizes locality of objects based on the type information,
such that, most object accesses are cached. Second, whenever
possible, inter-core communication is optimized using object
type information to eschew usage of shared memory for
fast, on-die MPB memory. These techniques are realized in
the MultiMLton compiler and runtime system for a parallel
extension of Standard ML.
This paper presents the following contributions:
• A memory management scheme for the SCC which
provides an efficient, global, coherent address space
• A thread-local garbage collector that uses object type
information and software managed coherence for efficient
object placement
• A type discriminated mapping of first-class channel operations on to the MPB memory
II. BACKGROUND
A. MultiMLton
MultiMLton is a scalable, whole-programming optimizing
compiler and multicore aware runtime system for Standard
ML [2], a mostly functional language. Parallel programs in
MultiMLton are written using ACML [3], an asynchronous
extension of Concurrent ML [4]. Concurrency in ACML is
expressed in the form of lightweight user-level threads, and
typical ACML programs create thousands of threads during
their lifetime. The lightweight thread allows the programmer
to reason about concurrency as a design principle rather than
as a way to extract parallelism from the program. It is the duty
of the runtime system to schedule, manage and load balance
the lightweight threads across multiple cores in order to exploit
the parallelism on the target platform.
Although MultiMLton supports mutable state, the programmer is encouraged to share data between threads using
message-passing, and restrict the use of mutable state within
each thread. To this end, MultiMLton has excellent support for
constructing composable message passing protocols. Threads
in MultiMLton can communicate with each other by sending
messages, both synchronously as well as asynchronously,
over first-class typed channels. Apart from sending immutable
values, mutable ref cells, arrays and channels may also be

exchanged over channels. In addition, complex communication
protocols can be successively built up from smaller kernels in
a monadic style using events.
B. SCC Processor
Intel’s Single-chip Cloud Computer (SCC) is an experimental platform from Intel labs with 48 P54C Pentium cores.
The most interesting aspect of SCC is the complete lack of
cache coherence and a focus on inter-core interactions through
a high speed mesh interconnect. The cores are grouped into
24 tiles, connected via a fast on-die mesh network. The tiles
are split into 4 quadrants with each quadrant connected to a
memory module. Each core has 16KB L1 data and instruction
caches and 256KB L2 cache. Each core also has a small
message passing buffer (MPB) of 8KB used for message
passing between the cores. Programmers can either use MPI
or RCCE, a lightweight message passing library tuned for 1
2
SCC [5].
Since the SCC does not provide cache coherence, coher- 3
4
ence must be implemented in software if required. From the 5
programmer’s perspective, each core has a private memory 6
that is cached and not visible to other cores. The cores also 7
8
have access to a comparatively small shared memory, which 9
is by default not cached to avoid coherence issues. However, 10
caching can be enabled on the shared memory with the caveat 11
12
that the coherence protocol must be implemented in software. 13
The cost of accessing data from the cached local memory 14
is substantially less when compared to accessing uncached
shared memory, since each shared memory access must be
routed through the mesh interconnect to the memory controller.
Software managed coherence (SMC) [6] for SCC provides
a coherent, shared, virtual memory space on the SCC. It
exploits SCC’s support for tagging a specific virtual address
space as having message passing buffer type (MPBT). Data
typed as MPBT bypass L2 and go directly to L1. SCC
also provides a special, 1-cycle instruction called CL1INVMB
that marks all data of type MPBT as invalid L1 lines. By
tagging a shared virtual memory space as having MPBT, the
programmer can control caching in this virtual address space.
However, since SCC does not provide cache coherence, the
programmer is recommended to use release consistency model
to utilize the cached shared virtual memory. A core issues a
smcAcquire() to fetch changes from other cores and issues
smcRelease() to publish its updates.
III. S YSTEM D ESIGN
A. Threading System
In our implementation, we spawn one Linux process per
SCC core which serves as a virtual processor (VProc) for the
lightweight threads. The lightweight threads are multiplexed
over the VProcs. Each VProc runs a scheduling loop that
looks for runnable lightweight threads and schedules them.
Lightweight threads are preemptively scheduled. Load balancing is achieved by a work sharing mechanism where new
lightweight threads are spawned in a round-robin fashion on
the VProcs, to which they are pinned for the rest of their
execution. Finally, the lightweight threads run concurrently
with other threads in the same global address space.
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Fig. 1: Heap Layout.
pointer readBarrier (pointer p) {
if (!isPointer(p)) return p;
if (getHeader(p) == FORWARDED) {
/* Address in shared heap */
p = *(pointer*)p;
if (p > MAX_CSH_ADDR) {
/* Address in cached shared heap, and has not
* been seen so far. Fetch the updates. */
smcAcquire();
MAX_CSH_ADDR = p;
}
}
return p;
}

Fig. 2: Read barrier.

B. Memory Management
1) Local collector: In order to provide a semblance of
a single global address space, we split the program’s heap
among the set of cores as shown in Figure 1. We call this
design a local collector. Other terms have also been used in
literature including private nurseries, thread-local collector,
etc, [7], [8], [9], [10]. Each core has a local heap into which
new objects are allocated. No pointers are allowed from one
local heap to another since the other core’s private memory is
inaccessible.
In order to share data between cores, we also create shared
heaps in the shared memory which is accessible to all of the
cores. Objects are allocated in the shared heap only when there
is an explicit need to share the objects with another core. This
occurs when spawning a new lightweight thread on another
core, during which time, the environment of the function
closure is shared between the spawning and spawned cores.
New objects are allocated in the local heap and the shared
heaps by bumping the corresponding heap-local frontier.
2) Memory Barriers: Inter-core sharing can also occur
when a shared heap object is assigned a reference to a local
heap object (exporting writes). During an exporting write, a
pointer is created from the shared heap to the local heap. In
order to prevent a core from transitively accessing another
core’s local heap through such a pointer, a write barrier is
triggered on an exporting write. The pseudo-code for the write
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val writeBarrier (Ref r, Val v) {
if (isObjptr(v) &&
isInSharedHeap(r) &&
isInLocalHeap(v)) {
/* Move transitive object closure to shared
* heap, and install forwarding pointers */
v = globalize (v);
/* Publish the updates */
smcRelease();
}
return v;
}

Fig. 3: Write barrier.

barrier is given in Figure. 3. Before an exporting write, the
transitive closure of the local heap object is moved to the
shared heaps and then the assignment is performed. We call
this globalization of local heap objects. Globalization prevents
pointers from the shared heaps to the local heaps.
In the place of objects globalized during an exporting write,
forwarding pointers are installed in the original objects, which
now point to their shared heap counterparts. In order to
interpret the forwarding pointers, every object read also needs
a read barrier, which returns the correct address of the shared
heap object (Figure. 2). For more information about the local
collector and memory barriers, we refer the interested reader
to our earlier work [10].
3) Bi-partitioned shared heap: Unlike a typical local heap
collector, including our earlier work [10], which has a single
shared heap, we split our shared heap into cached and uncached partitions. We take advantage of the fact that standard
ML can statically distinguish between mutable and immutable
objects. Since immutable objects by definition will not change
after initialization, we enable caching on one of the shared
heaps into which only globalized immutable objects will be
allocated. We call this heap a cached shared heap (CSH).
Since most objects in standard ML are immutable, we gain the
advantage of caching by placing these objects in CSH while
not having to deal with coherence issues. CSH is implemented
using Software Managed Coherence (SMC) for SCC [6]. We
choose the default ( SMC_CACHE_WTMP ) caching policy for
CSH where the data bypasses L2 and caching operates in a
write-through mode.
Caching is disabled in the uncached shared heap (USH) into
which globalized mutable objects are allocated. By disabling
caching, we circumvent the coherence issues at the cost of
performance. A local heap object being globalized might
contain both mutable and immutable objects in its transitive
object closure. Hence, globalization might involve allocating
new objects in both partitions of the shared heap. For the same
reason, pointers are allowed between the two partitions of the
shared heap.
4) Memory Consistency: In order to ensure that the updates
to and from CSH are visible to all the cores, explicit cache
invalidations and flushes must be implemented in the memory
barriers. CSH is always mapped to an address greater than the
starting address of the USH. Each core maintains the largest
address seen in CSH in the MAX_CSH_ADDR variable. During
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an object read, if the address of the object lies in the shared
heap and is greater than MAX_CSH_ADDR , we invalidate any
cache lines that might be associated with CSH by invoking
smcAcquire() (Line 9 in Figure 2). This ensures that
the values read are not stale. Since the objects in CSH are
immutable, there is no need to perform cache invalidation
while reading an address that is less than MAX_CSH_ADDR .
Finally, after garbage collection, MAX_CSH_ADDR is set to
point to the start of the CSH.
Similarly, whenever an object is globalized to the CSH, we
must ensure that the updates are visible to all of the cores.
After an exporting write, we invoke smcRelease(), to flush
any outstanding writes to the memory (Line 9 in Figure 3).
5) Garbage Collection: As mentioned before, the local
collector has two invariants. First, no pointers are allowed from
one local heap to another and second, no pointers are allowed
from the shared heap to any local heaps. Apart from preventing
the program from directly trying to access another core’s
private memory, the heap invariants also allow for independent
collection of the local heaps. This is the primary motivation
for local collector designs. While the local heaps are collected
concurrently, the shared heap is collected after stopping all
of the cores. Independent collection of local heaps means
that less coordination is required for majority of the garbage
collections. This scheme is particularly suited for SCC like
architecture where the cores are to be treated as a cluster on
a chip.
While the local heap collection proceeds concurrently, the
shared heap collection is performed in an SPMD fashion. After
the initial barrier synchronization, each processor collects
roots from its local heap which is followed by a single core
collecting the shared heaps. The garbage collection algorithm
is Sansom’s dual-mode garbage collection [11], which starts
off as a Cheney’s copying collector and dynamically switches
to Jonker’s sliding mark-compact collector.
C. Channel Communication
The primary mode of interaction between lightweight
threads is by exchanging messages over first-class typed
channels. MultiMLton supports both synchronous and asynchronous channel communication. During a synchronous communication, the sender or receiver thread blocks until a matching communication is available. When a thread blocks, the
scheduler switches control to another runnable thread from the
queue of threads. When a thread becomes unblocked after a
communication match, it is added back to the scheduler queue.
Asynchronous communication is implemented by spawning a
new parasitic thread [12], which performs the communication
synchronously.
Channels are also many-to-many, where multiple sender and
receiver threads can communicate over the same channel. The
pairing up of a sender with a receiver thread is determined
based on their order of arrival. Channels are implemented as
a two tuple with a FIFO queue each for blocked senders along
with the value being sent and blocked receiver threads, and are
treated as regular heap objects.

1) Heap invariant exception – Remembered List: Whenever
a thread performs a channel communication, it can get blocked
if the matching communication action is not available. A
reference to the thread is added to the channel queue such
that the thread may be restarted at a later point of time. If
the channel happens to be in the shared heap, the thread, its
associated stack and the transitive closure needs to be moved
to the shared heap to avoid breaking the local collector heap
invariants. Since channel communication is the primary mode
of thread interaction in our system, we would quickly find that
most local heap objects end up being globalized to the shared
heap. This would be highly undesirable.
Hence, we allow shared heap channel objects to reference
thread objects residing in the local heap. A reference to such
a thread is added to a remembered list of objects, which is
considered as a root for local heap collection.
2) Communication Optimization: Our channel implementation exploits both the cached shared heap and MPB for
efficient inter-core message passing. We take advantage of our
heap layout and the availability of static type information to
take advantage of the fast, on-die MPB memory. We consider
the following five cases:
1) Channel is located in the local heap
2) Channel is located in the shared heap, and the message
being sent is an unboxed value
3) Channel is located in the shared heap, the message is
in the local heap, and at least one of the objects in the
transitive closure of the message being sent is mutable
4) Channel is located in the shared heap, the message is in
the local heap, and all objects in the transitive closure
of the message being sent are immutable
5) Channel and the message are located in the shared heap
For case 1, we observe that only channels that are located
in the shared heap can be used for inter-core communication.
Our heap invariants prevent pointers from one local heap to
another. Thus, if a channel is located in the local heap, then
no thread on the other cores have a reference to this channel.
Thus, communication under case 1 only involves a value or
a pointer exchange between the communicating lightweight
threads.
MultiMLton supports unboxed types that represent raw
values. Hence, under case 2, we add a reference to the thread
along with the value being sent to the channel. In addition,
we add a reference to the blocked thread to the remembered
list so that the local garbage collection can trace it.
If the message being sent has a mutable object in the
transitive closure, we must make this object visible to both
the sender and the receiver core. Figure 4 shows the case
where a thread T1 sends a mutable object a on a shared
heap channel C . In this case, we eagerly globalize a before
T1 blocks. Since the message is already in the shared heap,
when the receiver thread T2 eventually arrives, it just picks
up a pointer to the message in the shared heap.
Figure 5 shows the case where a thread T1 sends an
immutable object a on a shared channel C . Here, we simply
add to the channel C , a reference to the message a in the local
heap, along with the reference to the thread T1 . In addition,
a reference to the object a is added to the remembered list,

so that a local garbage collection will be able to identify a
as being alive.
Afterward, when the receiver thread T2 arrives and finds
the message not to be in the shared heap, it sends an inter-core
interrupt to the core on which the message is located (core 0,
in this case). After this message transfer is initiated over the
MPB using RCCE to transfer the object a from core 0 to
core 1. Since Standard ML immutable objects do not have
identity, making a copy of the immutable object is safe under
MultiMLton.
If the channel and the message are located in the shared
heap, communication only involves a value or a pointer
exchange. This case is similar to case 1.
IV. E VALUATION
For our experimental evaluation, we picked 8 benchmarks
from the MLton benchmark suite. The benchmarks were
derived from sequential standard ML implementation and were
parallelized using ACML [3]. The details of the benchmarks
and their characteristics can be found at [10]. Our programs
partition the available work among thousands of lightweight
threads, multiplexed on to the available cores. Hence, although
we do not perform load balancing after the threads have started
to run, we get a fairly uniform distribution of load across the
cores.
The core, mesh controller, and memory on the SCC can be
configured to run at different frequencies. For our experiments
we chose 533 MHz, 800 MHz, and 800 MHz for core, mesh,
and memory respectively.
A. Bi-partitioned shared heap
In order to analyze the performance of our bi-partitioned
shared heap scheme, we implemented a local collector with
a single shared heap. Since this heap would be used to store
both mutable as well as immutable data, caching is disabled
on the single shared heap. Figure 6a shows the normalized
speedup of the two local collector designs as we increase the
number of cores. On 48 cores, the bi-partitioned shared heap
collector is 48% faster than the single shared heap collector.
Figure 6b illustrates the space-time trade-offs critical for
garbage collector evaluation. The results were obtained on 48
cores on the SCC. On the x-axis we have the heap size as a
factor of the minimum heap size under which the programs
would run. As we decrease the overall heap size, we see that
the programs take longer to run. However, the performance of
bi-partitioned heap scheme degrades more gracefully that the
single shared heap scheme. At 3X the minimum heap size,
bi-partitioned heap is 48% faster than the single shared heap
scheme.
In order to study the reason behind this, we separate the
mutator time (Figure 6c) and the garbage collection time
(Figure 6d). At 3X the minimum heap size, partitioned shared
heap collector spends half as much time performing garbage
collection when compared to the single shared heap collector.
Since our GC involves sequentially scanning the heap, caching
even a part of the shared heap improves performance dramatically.
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Fig. 6: Performance comparison of Bi-partitioned shared heap and single, uncached shared heap: Geometric mean for 8
benchmarks.

Out of the shared heap memory requests, on average, 93%
of all requests were to the cached shared heap. However,
it should be noted that cached shared heap data bypass L2,
and are only cached in the comparatively smaller L1 cache.
Hence, the benefit of caching shared heap data, as far as the
mutator is concerned, may not be dramatic if the cached shared
heap reads are far and few between. In any case, with bipartitioned shared heap, less than 1% of mutator accesses were
to the uncached memory. Thus, bi-partitioned shared heap
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local collector is able to potentially cache more than 99% of
memory accesses.
B. MPB mapped channels
35
30

MPBMPB+

25
Speedup

At 3X the minimum heap size, mutator with the bipartitioned shared heap is 30% faster than single shared heap
implementation. This improvement, although significant, was
less than the expected improvement with caching enabled. In
order to interpret this improvement, we instrumented our read
and write barriers to classify the memory accesses. On average,
across all of the benchmarks, 89% of the read or write requests
were to the local heap, which is private and is cached both
in L1 and L2. This is common to both versions of the local
collector. Hence, bi-partitioned shared heap can at best aim to
optimize only 11% of the memory requests.
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Fig. 7: Performance comparison of first-class channel communication over the MPB (MBP+) vs solely over the shared
memory (MPB-) : Geometric mean over 8 benchmarks.
In order to evaluate the benefit of mapping the first-class

channel communication over the message passing buffer memory, we implemented a version of our communication library
that does not use the message passing buffer memory. Recall
that if the channel is located in the shared heap, the message
in the local heap, and the message does not have a mutable
object in its transitive closure, we perform the transfer over the
message passing buffer (Case 4 in Section III-C2). Instead, we
eagerly globalize the transitive closure of the message and just
share the pointer with the receiving thread (similar to Case 3).
We call this version MPB-, and the original version MPB+.
Figure 7 shows the performance comparison of MPB+
versus MPB-. On 48-cores, MPB+ is only around 9% faster
than the MPB- version. We can attribute several reasons
for this marginal improvement. First, we observed that, on
average, around only 32% of channel communications were
taking advantage of the MPB (Case 4) in the case of MPB+.
The rest of the channel communications were either local
or were using the shared memory to transfer the messages.
Moreover, in the case of MPB-, immutable inter-core messages
are transferred over the CSH which is cached.
Second, the cost of inter-core interrupts is substantial, as
was observed by others [13], [14]. We measured the time it
takes between a core issuing an inter-core interrupt to the time
it sends or receives the first byte is around 2000 core cycles.
Since majority of the immutable messages exchanged between
cores are small, the overhead of setting up the message transfer
outweighs the benefit of using the MPB. However, utilizing
the MPB prevents immutable messages from being globalized,
thus reducing the pressure on the shared memory. As a result,
the number of expensive shared heap collections are reduced.
V. R ELATED W ORK
Software managed cached coherence (SMC) [6] for SCC
provides a coherent, shared virtual memory to the programmer.
However, the distinction between private and shared memory
still exists and it is the responsibility of the programmer
to choose data placement. In our system, all data start out
as being private, and is only shared with the other cores if
necessary. The sharing is performed both through the shared
memory as well as over the MPB, based on the nature of
message being shared. MESH framework [15] provides a
similar mechanism for flexible sharing policies on the SCC
as a middle-ware layer.
In the context of mapping first-class channels to MPBs, the
work by Prell et al. [16] which presents an implementation
of Go’s concurrency constructs on the SCC is most similar.
However, unlike our channel implementation, channels are
implemented directly on the MPB. Since the size of MPB
is small, the number of channels that can be concurrently
utilized are limited. Moreover, their implementation diverges
from Go language specification in that the go-routines running
on different cores run under different address spaces. Hence,
the result of transferring a mutable object over the channels
is undefined.
Our channel communication utilizes both shared memory
and the MPBs for inter-core messaging. Barrelfish on the
SCC [13] uses MPBs to transfer small messages and bulk

transfer is achieved through shared memory. However, Barrelfish differs from our system since it follows a sharednothing policy for inter-core interaction.
VI. C ONCLUSION
Intel SCC provides an architecture that combines aspects
of distributed systems (no cache coherence) with that of
a shared memory machine, with support for programmable
cache coherence and fast inter-core messaging. In order to
effectively utilize this architecture, it is desirable to hide the
complexity behind the runtime system.
In this paper, we have presented a port of MultiMLton
for the SCC which provides a efficient global address space.
Whenever possible and profitable, we utilize MPBs to perform inter-core communication. We observe that while cached
shared memory is immensely beneficial, the prohibitive cost
of inter-core interrupts diminish the benefits of effectively
utilizing the MPBs for first-class channel communication.
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Abstract—To simplify program development for the Singlechip Cloud Computer (SCC) it is desirable to have highlevel, shared memory-based parallel programming abstractions
(e.g., OpenMP-like programming model). Central to any similar
programming model are barrier synchronization primitives, to
coordinate the work of parallel threads. To allow high-level barrier constructs to deliver good performance, we need an efficient
implementation of the underlying synchronization algorithm. In
this work, we consider some of the most widely used approaches
for barrier synchronization on the SCC, which constitutes the
basis for implementing OpenMP-like parallelism. In particular,
we consider optimizations that leverage SCC-specific hardware
support for synchronization, or its explicitly-managed memory
buffers. We provide a detailed evaluation of the performance
achieved by different approaches.
Index Terms—Barrier synchronization, System-on-Chip,
Manycores, OpenMP, Performance Evaluation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
It is nowadays clear that the huge number of transistors
that can be integrated on a single chip (1 billion today and
continuously growing) can no longer be effectively utilized
by traditional single-processor designs. Multi-core technology
has been succesfully adopted for the past seven years, and
is currently in the many-core era, where hundreds of tightlycoupled simple processor cores are integrated in the same onchip system.
As the complexity of systems-on-chip (SoCs) continues to
increase, it is no longer possible to ignore the challenges
caused by the convergence of software and hardware development [1]. In particular, the challenge for effective programming models at these scales is renewed, as the software
stack is nowadays responsible for making effective use of the
tremendous peak performance that these systems can deliver,
assuming that all the processors can be kept busy most of the
time.
Shared memory-based programming models have proven to
be very effective at simplifying application development, since
they provide the notion of a global address space, to which
programmers are accustomed. OpenMP [2] has emerged as
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a de-facto standard for shared memory programming, since it
provides very simple means to expose parallelism in a standard
C (or C++, or Fortran) application, based on code annotations
(compiler directives). This appealing ease of use has recently
led to the flourishing of a number of OpenMP implementation
for embedded MPSoCs [3] [4] [5] [6] [14].
OpenMP (and most related shared memory-based programming models) relies on a fork-join execution model, which
leverages a barrier construct to synchronize parallel threads.
Barriers – implicit or explicit – are central constructs to the
OpenMP execution model and to any shared memory parallel
program.
With the longer-term goal of supporting full-OpenMP parallelism, in this paper we present a study of several implementations of OpenMP-like barrier algorithms for the SingleChip Cloud Computer (SCC). The aim of this work is to gain
insight into the behavior of different barrier algorithms in the
OpenMP context in order to determine which of them is most
appropriate for a given scenario. In particular, we consider
barrier optimizations that leverage SCC-specific hardware support for synchronization, or its explicitly-managed portion of
the memory hierarchy (i.e., message passing buffers). Our
experimental results section provides a detailed evaluation of
the performance achieved by different approaches.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The specification of the target system SCC is presented in Section
II. Section III describes the target barrier model within the
OpenMP fork-join mechanism. Different barrier algorithms are
described in Section IV. Section V discusses the experimental
results. Finally, our conclusion and future works are given in
Section VI.
II. TARGET D ESCRIPTION
The SCC [8], has been designed to explore the future of
many-core computing by Intel. The architecture of the SCC
resembles a small cluster or “cloud” of computers. The Intel
SCC is composed of 48 independent Pentium cores, each with
16KB data and program caches and 256KB L2 cache. Fig 1

shows the cores connected with a 4x6 2D mesh. The SCC
has 24 dual-core tiles connected to a router. Each tile contains
two cores, a Mesh Interface Unit (MIU) and two test-and-set
registers. The cores are connected via a mesh network with
low latency and high bandwidth (256 gigabytes per second).
The SCC does not use any cache coherency between the
cores, but rather offers a special hardware in terms of Message
Passing Buffer (MPB) or Local Memory Buffer (LMB) for
explicit message-passing between cores. The MPB (16KB) is
small but fast memory buffer, shared by all the cores to enable
fast message passing between cores. Each core has a 8KB
partition of MPB space. The SCC architecture provides a new
instruction called CL1INVMB and a new memory type called
MPBT, to provide the coherence guarantee between caches
and MPBs. The MPBT data is not cached in the L2 cache,
but only in the L1 cache. Of course, when reading the MPBs,
a core needs to clear the L1 cache. As the SCC cores only
support a single outstanding write request, a Write Combine
Buffer (WCB) has been added to combine adjacent writes up
to a whole cache line which can then be written to the memory
at once. It is used only for writes to memory typed MPBT.
When a core wants to update a data item in the MPB, it can
invalidate the cached copy using the CL1INVMB instruction
[9]. Since explicit management of MPBs for message passing
is quite burdensome, Intel provides an MPI-like message
passing interface, called RCCE [10]. It is a small library
for message passing tuned to the needs of many-core chips
such as SCC. The communication between cores occurs by
transferring data from the private memory through the L1
cache of the sending core to the MPB and then to the L1 cache
of the receiving core. The MPB allows L1 cache lines to move
between cores without having to use the off-chip memory.
There are also four DDR3 memory controllers on the chip,
which are connected to the 2D-mesh as well. Each controller
supports up to 16GB DDR3 memory, resulting in a total
system cacpacity of 64GB. Each core is able to access only
4GB of memory because it is based on the IA-32 architecture.
Therefore there must be a way to tell which parts of memory at
the controllers belongs to which core(s). To solve this problem,
Intel has come up with Lookup Tables (LUT). Each core has
a LUT, which is a set of configuration registers that map the
cores’ 32-bit physical addresses to the 64GB system memory.
In addition, an external programmable off-chip component
(FPGA) is provided to add new hardware features to the prototype. The off-chip FPGA in SCC has additional registers which
could used by cores to notify each other; Atomic Increment
Counters (AIC) and Global Interrupt Registers (GIR) [11]. The
SCC’s cores are able to send an interrupt to another core by
writing a special value to the configuration registers of that
core by using GIR.
III. T HE O PEN MP F ORK -J OIN M ODEL AND THE TARGET
BARRIER
The cores of our system SCC can execute only one process
at a time, therefore in the rest of the paper, we consider
core and thread as equivalent. OpenMP adopts the fork-join
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Fig. 1: Layout and tile architecture for the SCC
execution model. Here, the program executes serially within
a single thread, referred to as the Master thread. The Master
thread executes sequentially until it encounters a #pragma omp
parallel directive. Here, a parallel region is created, and a
number of threads (slaves) is involved, which execute the code
inside the region (parallel construct). At the end of the parallel
construct the slave threads synchronize on a barrier, then only
the Master thread resumes execution.
One common way to implement parallel regions is to create
new threads on the fly relying on standard threading libraries
such as Pthreads. However, Pthreads on SCC would require
dedicated abstraction layers to allow threads on different cores
to communicate. Therefore, our approach relies on a custom
micro-kernel code [12] [14] executed by every core at startup.
To minimize the cost associated to dynamic thread creation we
assume a fixed allocation of the Master and slave threads to
the processors. Master and slave threads execute different code
based on their core ids. After system initialization, the Master
core jumps to the execution of the parallel program, while
the slaves wait on the barrier. When the Master encounters a
parallel region, it invokes the runtime system, points the slaves
to the parallel function, then releases them from the barrier. At
the end of the parallel region, a global barrier synchronization
step is performed. The Master continues executing sequential
parts of the application, while the slaves come back on the
barrier, thus implementing the join mechanism. Our implementation is based on the work from Marongiu et al. [7].
IV. BARRIER A LGORITHMS
There are several implementations of OpenMP for MPSoCs
that adopt a centralized shared barrier [3] [4] [5]. This kind
of barrier relies on shared entry and exit counters, which are
atomically updated through lock-protected write operations.
In a centralized barrier algorithm, each processor updates a
counter to indicate that it has arrived at the barrier and then
repeatedly polls a flag that is set when all threads have reached
the barrier. Once all threads have arrived, each of them is
allowed to continue past the barrier. A serious bottleneck arises
with this algorithm because busy waiting to test the value of
the flag occurs on a shared location [12]. Moreover, in noncache coherent systems such as SCC, the updates to barrier
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structures (e.g., control flags, counters) in shared memory must
be explicitly kept consistent.
In the RCCE native programming model [10] there is a simple barrier algorithm based on a local-put, remote-get approach
for message passing. Namely, a flag based synchronization
only touches the MPB at that core, which has initiated an
update. Consequently, the release cycle requires remote polling
of the Master core, repeatedly for all following cores. At least,
this approach avoids a centralized structure.
We exploit a Master-Slave barrier scheme and implement
several algorithms on SCC as described below, as part of
an effort to investigate ways in which OpenMP and its
implementations may scale to large thread counts.
1) Shared algorithm (SB) This is the baseline implementation of the barrier algorithm, which allocates the
flags in local shared memory (Master’s MPB) and every
core is responsible to initialize its own flag therein. We
have used the MPB to allocate flags and the approach
of RCCE programming model as a baseline, since this
memory region is fast and accessible by all cores without
any coherency issue and mainly used for messagepassing between the SCC cores in an explicit way.
2) Master-Slave algorithm (MSB) The Master-Slave form
of the barrier algorithm [12] [14]. In this approach the
Master core is responsible for locking and releasing the
slave processors. This is accomplished in two steps.
The Master core is responsible for gathering slaves at
the barrier point. This operation is executed without
resource contention, since every slave signals its status
on a separate flag. After this notification step slaves enter
a waiting state, where they poll on a private location. In
the release phase of the barrier (that has been implemented as a separate function to allow doing independent work before releasing the slaves) the Master broadcasts a release signal on each slave polling flag. The
Master-Slave barrier algorithm removes the contention
for shared counters. However, the traffic generated by
polling activity is still injected through the interconnect
towards shared memory locations, potentially leading
to congestion. This situation may easily arise when a
single processor performs useful work while the others
wait on a barrier. Marongiu [14] exploited a distributed
implementation of the barrier algorithm to address this
issue by allocating each of the slave poll flags onto
their local memory and using a message passing-like
approach for signaling.
3) Shared-Master-Slave algorithm (S-MSB) The same as
MSB, but instead of allocating each of the slave’s poll
flag onto their local memory this scheme uses localget, remote-put approach. During the gather phase the
Master core polls on memory locations through which
slaves indicate their arrival from their own MPB.
4) Shared-Master-Slave-Interrupt algorithm (S-MSBI)
The SCC has an FPGA as shown in Fig 1, which is
directly connected to the on-die mesh interconnect and
allows for adding new hardware features. Reble [15]
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used exponential backoff and AIC for Lubachevsky barrier implementation. This implementation significantly
reduces the contention and leads to promising results.
Also, he implemented another approach based on AIC
and MPB, only by using a single AIC to indicate incoming threads and MPB located flags to release waiting
threads. An S-MSBI uses a GIR to release the slaves, and
the same approach of gather phase in S-MSB. Petrovic
[16] presented the broadcast algorithm based on GIR to
address the problem of the delay using MPB polling for
notification. We exploited this technique to reduce the
time consumption in the release phase of MSB by using
the user-space library for interrupt handling. The slave
core waits until it receives the interrupt signal from the
Master.
5) MSB-Interrupt algorithm (MSBI) It is a same approach of MSB, but using GIR to terminate the slaves.
Listing 1 and Listing 2 show the software implementation of
barrier algorithms based on the Master-Slave approach (similar
implementations have been done for the other barriers).
Listing 1: The barrier code executed by the Master core to
gother and release Slaves.
v o i d Wait ( )
/ / Wait ( )
{
int counter ;
while ( c o u n t e r != ( nCores − 1 ) )
{
do {
CL1INVMB ( ) ;
} w h i l e ( ∗MASTER FLAG( c o u n t e r ) ! = 0 ) ;
CL1INVMB ( ) ;
∗MASTER FLAG( c o u n t e r ) = 1 ;
FLUSH MPB ( ) ;
c o u n t e r ++;
}
void Release ( )
/ / Release ( )
{
unsigned char old val ;
int i ;
CL1INVMB ( ) ;
o l d v a l = ∗SLAVE FLAG ( myCoreID ) ;
CL1INVMB ( ) ;
f o r ( i = 1 ; i < n u m t h r e a d s ; i ++)
∗SLAVE FLAG ( i ) = o l d v a l + 1 ;
∗SLAVE FLAG ( myCoreID ) = o l d v a l + 1 ;
FLUSH MPB ( ) ;
}
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Fig. 2: Cost of barrier algorithms with increasing number of cores
Listing 2: The barrier code executed by the Slave Core to 800 MHz mesh and DRAM frequency and standard LUT
notify the Master core
entries. We use sccKit 1.4.2.2, running a custom version
of sccLinux, based on Linux 2.6.32.24-generic. In order to
void Slave Enter ( )
/ / Slave Enter ()
perform timing analysis, Intel RDTSC (Read Time Stamp
{
Counter) instructions [17] are inserted before and after the
CL1INVMB ( ) ;
barrier algorithm for 100,000 iterations and then the difference
v o l a t i l e unsigned char old val ;
between their values is computed. The time measurement is
o l d v a l = ∗SLAVE FLAG ( myCoreID ) ;
only performed and printed on the Master core.
/ ∗ Upadted M a s t e r f l a g p o i n t e r
and f o o l WCB t o w r i t e t o MPB. ∗ /
CL1INVMB ( ) ;
∗MASTER FLAG( myCoreID ) = 0 ;
FLUSH MPB ( ) ;

A. Barrier synchronization

In this section we discuss the cost for different approaches
to perform barrier synchronization. The experiments have been
carried out by executing only barrier code on the platform (see
Listing 1 and 2). No other form of communication between
cores takes place, thus allowing to estimate how the algorithm
do {
scales with increasing traffic for synchronization only. The
CL1INVMB ( ) ;
} w h i l e ( ∗SLAVE FLAG ( myCoreID ) == o l d v a l ) ; scalability of the different barriers described in Section IV
is analyzed by varying the NoC topology size. We refer to
}
the topology size only by the number of cores, however the
topology takes also into account the external off-chip device
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
( off-chip memory and FPGA register) .
&'(#)%
In this section we present the experimental setup and the
The direct comparison of these barriers is shown in 2. The
results achieved. All the experiments have been conducted SB algorithm provides the worst results as compared to MSB
under the default SCC settings: 533 MHz tile frequency, and S-MSB, as expected. The cost to perform synchronization
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B. Barrier Algorithm Optimization

The SCC hardware recognizes two types of accesses to its
message passing buffer (MPB): MPBT or non-MPBT. There
is also an (un-cached (UC)) mode; the data read from such
%....
memory is not cached and write operations are directly issued
to the network. Concurrent writes to the same memory line do
not conflict. We could also mix two modes to access the same
0...
physical address as illustrated in [9]. The barrier algorithms
are implemented by using shared bytes and the type of data
@'A$BC
3#9#'4#BC
used is MPBT. A common implementation for a read-updates49'D#)#E$#3BC .
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Fig. 4: S-MSBI algorithm
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Fig. 3: MSBI algorithm
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MSBI implementations are among the fastest. The results
indicate that latencies observed by different cores in the release
phase are practically indistinguishable (about 250 cycles). This
*0...
implies that the cost for notification using parallel interrupt
is practically constant with respect to the number of cores
notified. The reason for bad scaling of the interrupt mechanism
@'A$BC
3#9#'4#BC
*....
is contention, as confirmed by Petrovic [16]. There is a number
49'D#)#E$#3BC
of steps that a core should perform when receiving an interrupt.
This includes reading from the status register, determining
%0...
the sender and resetting the interrupt by writing to the reset
register. Since all the registers related to interrupt handling are
on the FPGA, access to them is handled sequentially.
%....
Therefore, when an interrupt is sent to many cores at
once, they all try to access their interrupt status register at
*0...
the same time, but their requests conflict and are handled
0...
one after another, which explains the observed performance
loss. Consequently, this problem increases the overhead of the
*....
barrier.

%.....

+,

<=7#9);>?@#7

Fig. 5: S-MSB Algorithm

across 48 cores with this algorithm is 20,239 cycles. The
MSB scheme, slightly mitigates the effects of the bottleneck
due to contended resources, allowing
&'(#)% to synchronize 48 cores
in 19,800 cycles. Globally, S-MSB results always the fastest
barrier, making it the ideal candidate to perform barrier
synchronization regardless of system size and NoC topology
when no hardware support is provided. This algorithm reduces
the cost for synchronizing 48 cores to 17,500 cycles.
The cost for each of the phases (gather + release) of
the algorithms MSBI and S-MSBI are plotted in Figures 3
and 4 respectively. Comparing Figure 5 with Figures 3 and
4 we can see that, although the S-MSB release phase is
the slowest implementation, the corresponding MSBI and S-

&'(#)%
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The barrier algorithms exploit UC mode, and we could
avoid extra overhead for invalidating MPBT lines before read
and write operations, as well as the cycles required to flush the
write-combine buffer (WCB). Figure 6 shows that UC mode
allows a 41.5% overhead reduction for the S-MSB algorithm
for 48 threads. It is clear here that the choice of a good barrier
implementation can be memory access mode dependent.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper we discussed several barrier algorithms to
support the OpenMP fork-join execution model on the SingleChip Cloud Computer, considering standard implementations
and optimizations specific to SCC (i.e., use of HW support
for synchronization, or explicit allocation of barrier structures
in the MPB for reduced contention). Our experimental results
highlight that we can obtain a significant reduction in overhead
for standard barrier algorithms when using Shared-distributed
busy-wait approaches in UC mode. Regardless of the NoC
topology of SCC and system size, the S-MSB-UC (the implementation based on UC mode access) is the best barrier
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6: Performance of S-MSB barrier algorithm with increasing number of cores
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Abstract—The 48-core SCC allows us to test and analyze
the efficiency of power management algorithms in a multicore
environment. In this paper we explain how we implemented
these algorithms on the Intel SCC and how they performed
in comparison to each other. Two of the algorithms, Core-Pool
and PAST, were introduced in previous research articles and
one algorithm, Derivate, was developed in this research project.
The benchmark chosen to test these algorithms was a NASA
Advanced Supercomputing benchmark that was imported to the
platform. We analyzed the algorithms according to the execution
time of the benchmark and the average power consumption while
the test was running. The algorithms were compared against
each other and reference values while having the benchmark
running at constant power level. Through this analysis, we were
able to determine that Core-Pool gives the best results in power
efficiency with PAST close behind with almost as promising
results. Derivate on the other hand proved to be still lacking,
and in need of redesign in order to provide results that are
comparable to the other power management algorithms.
Index Terms—power management algorithms, the single-chip
cloud computer, multicore power management, dynamic voltage
and frequency scaling.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

HE market for battery powered consumer electronics is
growing rapidly. These appliances have very stringent
constraints on the amount of power dissipation of their components. As the complexity and performance of the systems
increases by the ever increasing user demand, reducing power
dissipation becomes a primary concern of the system designer.
Excessive power dissipation leads to increase in on-chip temperatures which increases the cost and noise for complex cooling solutions. Novel low-power design methodologies [1][2]
have been suggested for chip-level designs. But more often
than not electronic systems are more complex than a single
chip. Today’s mobile phones and laptop computers often
consist of tens or sometimes hundreds of components with
each components having a different power dissipation profile.
Managing such complex array of components in modern
systems need complex power management techniques.
Future complex systems would have multicores at their
heart. These multicore systems can be either homogeneous or
heterogeneous systems and may use different communication
paradigms like Network on a chip. Some simpler methods of
fine grain power management techniques for multicore systems
have been proposed by researchers from Intel [8][9]. Some
of the techniques they suggest include, 1) turning of idle
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cores to save leakage power, 2) providing each core with two
supply voltages and two sleep transistors to select a supply
voltage and 3) providing each core with a frequency divider
to select the frequency of operation. This greatly simplifies the
design and power delivery mechanism. On the other hand any
power management in a network is difficult, because power
management techniques like clock gating or sleep-transistors
may incur wakeup latency thereby impacting the performance
of the system [8][9]. Although, in a network on a chip,
cores with smaller area give more performance throughput
at lower power envelope, they increase the network power
consumption. So, a holistic approach is necessary in order
to study the system power and performance as the field of
power-aware architectural design and optimization becomes
important for many-core designers because of the immense
and unique challenges involved. In this work we implement
various power management techniques to control the power
dissipation of Intel’s single chip cloud computer.
Previous research done by [6] indicates that power management algorithms can have an impact on the power efficiency
of the system which was demonstrated with promising results.
This algorithm is one of the algorithms that will be tested and
run through our benchmark in order to see how it performs
under our conditions
The 48-core Single-chip Cloud Computer (SCC) provides
a platform for implementation and capabilities for power
management. Previous work done by Shi Sha et al. and
Pollawat Thanarungroj et al. has researched the energy and
power efficiency of different modes of operation on the SCC in
addition to the relation between power consumption, execution
time and the number of cores executing the task [10][11].
In this paper we will go over the power management
capabilities of the SCC and how they are used in a power
management program. Power management algorithms were
implemented on the SCC built to use the power management
capabilities that are present on the SCC. Finally, the performance of each algorithm is analyzed in order to determine
their effectiveness.
II. T HE I NTEL S INGLE -C HIP C LOUD C OMPUTER
A. Architecture
The Single-Chip Cloud computer is a 48-core research chip
developed by Intel [5]. The chip contains advanced features,
such as the ability for fast communication between cores and

Fig. 1.

The Single-chip Cloud Computer Layout [5].

the ability to alternate the frequency and voltage level of
different parts of the chip. We also have the capability of
reading the exact amount of instructions executed as well
as the total number of cycles executed by the core. These
values can be read through the model specific registers. These
features allow us to implement and analyze different power
management algorithms and measure their effectiveness on
this platform. The SCC is built out of tiles containing two
Intel P54C processors laid out in a six by 4 grid totaling 48
cores as shown in Figure 1. Communication between the tiles
is enabled by routers at each tile that connect the cores to the
network. This network allows cores to communicate with each
other and the four Memory Controllers (MC) that connect the
cores to the Dual In-line Memory Modules (DIMM). [4]
An off-chip FPGA module is used to control the chip,
such as booting operating systems or loading programs. The
FPGA module uses the System Interface to connect to the
SCC. Access to the module is granted through a Management
Console PC (MCPC). This same module also gives us to the
ability to analyze power consumption, as we have access to
the voltage level and current drainage numbers for the whole
chip. Furthermore, these same values can also be read from
the cores, which allows our programs on the SCC to monitor
power consumption.
B. Power management capabilities
The SCC contains a Voltage regulator controller (VRC)
component. Voltage is adjusted in steps of 0.1 volts in the
range between 0.7 and 1.1 volts. Frequency is controlled by a
frequency divider with values between 2 and 16 operating at
a global frequency of 1600 MHz. All but the highest voltage
level imposes restrictions on what frequency dividers are
accepted. The voltage and frequency levels can be controlled
by directly adjusting the values in the registers of the VRC,
but this can be dangerous, as faulty values can lead to breaking
the chip. In order to prevent this, a dedicated library has been
developed to provide these power management functions in
addition to other features. [4]
Calling the power management functions alters the power
level of the domain after a short delay. Altering the frequency

level only takes a couple of clock cycles before taking effect,
but altering the voltage level will take a couple milliseconds
before taking effect. The program typically requests a new
frequency divider, and while it is possible to change frequency
without altering voltage if the voltage level is sufficient, it
is more typical to adjust the voltage level so that it is the
minimum required voltage level for the new frequency divider.
This means that voltage and frequency are typically adjusted
in tandem, changing one will cause the other to react as well.
The tiles of the SCC are divided into six different power
domains. Each power domain consists of a two by two grid of
tiles. Because the tiles are laid out in a six by four grid, the
domains are laid out in two rows; the top and bottom half each
contains three power domains. One of the cores in the power
domain is called the power domain master; only it is capable of
calling the power management functions successfully. Should
any core other than the power manager attempt to utilize these
functions, they will simply execute without actually having any
effect on the state of the domain.
C. RCCE-library
With this library we can utilize the advanced and proprietary
features of the platform. Some of these features are functions,
such as using the MPB or power management functions, but it
also provides other ”background maintenance”, such as cache
coherency because the SCC does not maintain its own cache
coherency protocol. The library provides a basic interface as
well as a advanced interface for advanced users. The advanced
interface has a more detailed interface that allows for greater
control over the functions of the library. [3]
The library also contains an interface for shared memory
initialization in case the cores require shared memory with
one another or the MPB is insufficient in size or not practical.
Though when utilizing shared memory, it is important to properly synchronize the access in order to avoid inconsistencies.
The RCCE-library advanced interface also contains the
power management functions used to handle all dynamic
voltage and frequency scaling. The power domain master of
each power domain can call these functions that provide a
safe way of writing into the registers of the VRC. With these
functions we can implement different power management
algorithms and test their effectiveness on the platform.
III. A RCHITECTURAL P OWER M ANAGEMENT
A LGORITHMS
Power management algorithms read load values from the
cores and take advantage of intermittent idle time in the cores
that enable us to lower the frequency level of the core while
having a minimal effect on the execution time of the program
running on the core. The implementation of each of these
algorithms is explained in the later parts of this paper, here
their approach and behaviour is introduced.
A. Core-pool
IBM has developed a power management algorithm for
multicore systems that scales well as the number of cores
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increases [6]. In addition, the algorithm has the ability to take
into account idle cores. The algorithm functions by filtering
out idle cores, and then attempting to separate the remaining
cores into two pools, cores that are active and cores that have
slack. The ratio between the numbers of cores in the pools is
then used to make power management decisions.
Core-Pool-algorithm reads the current load in percentage as
a decision metric. The algorithm has two thresholds according
to which each core is categorized. Should the load value be
above a certain activity threshold, it is added into a pool of
active cores. Afterwards, the load value is tested against a
slack threshold. Slack has the meaning that the core is above
the activity threshold, but the core still has so much idle time
that it can tolerate a lower clock frequency. Should the core be
above the activity threshold but below the slack threshold, it is
added in the pool of cores with slack. Should the load be below
the activity threshold, it is not added into the computation. This
process is repeated for each core in the domain.
When all cores in the domain have been processed, the
active and slack counters are used to calculate a slack ratio
by dividing the slack counter with the active counter. This
slack ratio is then used as a combined metric of load for all
the cores. The more cores that are in the slack region, the
closer will slack ratio be to 1. On the other hand, the more
cores that are above the slack threshold, the closer will slack
ratio be to zero. The slack ratio will then be tested against an
upper threshold and a lower threshold. If slack ratio is between
the upper threshold and 1, will frequency be decreased and
if the slack ratio is between zero and the lower threshold,
will frequency be increased. If the slack ratio is somewhere
between the upper and lower threshold, will the frequency
remain the same.
More information on how IBM deployed this algorithm and
the practical results discovered can be found in [6].
B. PAST
PAST is a power management algorithm that is based on
one assumption; future load can be predicted by the previous
load. This means that the load in the previous interval is used
to determine the appropriate frequency and voltage level for
the next interval. [7]
The load in this interval will be measured first. The Million
of Instruction per Second (MIPS) value for each core is read
and then tested for a small idle threshold. This is used to
not include any idle cores when considering what frequency
divider is appropriate. After all active cores are known, they
are averaged in order to get a load metric for the whole
domain. This load metric is then designated to a corresponding
load region. Depending on what load region the current load
fits into, the frequency and voltage levels are changed to
correspond to match it. The same process is repeated at the
next measurement interval.
C. Derivative
Derivative is an algorithm that was developed in this research. First, all load values are read from the model specific
registers in the cores and we filter out all idle cores. After all
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idle cores are filtered out, we average the load value so that
we get an average MIPS value that represents the activity level
in the domain. MIPS values are used to determine whether the
power level will be altered. Comparing percentile load values
between two different power levels can lead to undesired
activity. If all cores are idle, the frequency and voltage levels
are put at the lowest possible.
If there are cores that are not idle, the load value from
this interval is compared to the previous load in the previous
interval to determine if load has increased or decreased. Should
the current load be higher in comparison to the last load, the
frequency level will be increased. On the other hand, if the
current load is lower than the last load, will the frequency
level be decreased. Afterwards, the current load is written into
memory as it will be needed in the next interval.
IV. D EPLOYMENT
The SCC is used to serve as a platform for the power
management program. The program was written using the Intel
C compiler and the RCCE-library.
A. Power Management Program
The program separates the power domain master from the
rest of the cores in the domain. The power domain masters
read the load values from the other cores in the domain and
reacts to them according to the power management algorithm
in use.
Accessing load values is achieved through programming the
Model Specific Registers (MSR). With the Intel P54C MSR’s,
we can read the total number of executed instructions as well
as the total number of cycles the core has executed. These,
along with accurate timer measurements from an off-board
FPGA, can be used to calculate the load in percentages, in
addition to calculating the MIPS value. An off-board FPGA
is mandatory for accurate time measurements because our
Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) renders all
timer measurements done by our core to be unreliable. This
is due to the fact that the timers in cores fail to take in
to account the alternating frequency level and thus fail to
provide accurate timer measurements. With load values we
get a load measurement that is always relative to the domain
frequency, while analyzing the MIPS values gives us an
absolute value of the domain load through different power
domains. Of the 8 cores that belong in each power domain, 7
cores, that are known as the power domain slaves, perform the
previously mentioned tasks and write the results in a shared
memory buffer. The power domain master does not execute the
previously mentioned tasks. The power domain master reads
the load values from the shared memory buffer. Now that the
power domain master has all the load metrics from each core
in the domain, it is left up to the power domain master to
analyze these metrics and behave accordingly.
If the whole power domain is not in use, the algorithms are
prepared to handle this. All algorithms are scaled to operate
even in power domain sizes under 7, and the size of the power
domain can be determined at runtime.

In addition to this, there is one designated core that measures the power consumption at steady intervals. This is done
by multiplying the voltage and current consumption at any
given moment in order to calculate the power consumption.
These values represent the power consumption of the whole
chip. By calculating the power consumption at fixed intervals
and adjusting it so that power consumption is only read when
at least some load is present on any one core, we can accurately measure the duration and average power consumption of
the program running with the power management algorithm.
This allows us to analyze the effectiveness and refine the
algorithms for future runs. The interval value is expanded later
in this paper.
B. Implementation of Algorithms
The previously introduced power management algorithms
have been implemented on the SCC. The description of these
algorithms left a lot of details unspecified, many variables had
to be tried and tested to find out values that work on the
SCC. The SCC frequency divider does allow the frequency to
be scaled between values of 2 and 8. The global frequency
is set at 1600 MHz, which gives us a maximum frequency
of 800 MHz and a minimum frequency of 200 MHz. The
frequency divider of the SCC does go down to 16, down to
a frequency of 100MHz, but as the lowest frequency dividers
between 9 and 16 offer little change in frequency and power
consumption, and climbing up from the lowest frequency
divider of 16 would lead to our implementations being slow
to respond to changes in load. The maximum and minimum
level for the frequency divider where inserted into the program by defining the constants MAX FREQ DIV LEVEL
as 8 and MIN FREQ DIV LEVEL as 2. In addition, some
implementations use the variable powerLevel that is set as the
MAX FREQ DIV LEVEL at the start of the program. The
function powerChange(int newFrequencyDivider) is called by
all algorithms and it sets the frequency level as the one
specified by newFrequencyDivider and adjusts the voltage to
the minimum value that is accepted by the new frequency
divider.
C. Implementation of Core-Pool
The implementation of this algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm 1. First the power domain master reads the percentile
load values of the other cores in the domain. Percentile load
was chosen in order to easily manage all load metrics from
different power levels. Handling MIPS values would have been
highly impractical, as we would have to handle load values
differently in each power level. Each load is then compared
against the constant ACTIVE THRESHOLD, which has been
set at a low value of 5. These values has been chosen, as
typical the benchmarks constantly have load that is above
this value and when no program is running, the threshold is
exceeded only in special circumstances. Should the load be this
high, the counter for active cores in increased and the load is
tested against the constant SLACK THRESHOLD which has
been set at a value of 17. The reason for this value is partly
because the load generated by our benchmark programs is

Algorithm 1 Core-Pool implementation
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:

i ← 0, activeCount ← 0, slackCount ← 0
while i 6= domainSize do
load ← buf f erW ithLoads[i]
# Reads load in percentages
if load ≥ ACT IV E T HRESHOLD then
activeCount + +
if load < SLACK T HRESHOLD then
slackCount + +
end if
end if
i++
end while
if activeCount > 0 then
slackRatio ← slackCount/activeCount
if slackRatio > SLACK RAT IO U P P ER then
if powerLevel 6= M AX F REQ DIV LEV EL then
powerLevel + +
# Frequency div. is increased
powerChange(powerLevel)
end if
else if slackRatio < SLACK RAT IO LOW ER then
if powerLevel 6= M IN F REQ DIV LEV EL then
powerLevel − −
# Frequency div. is decreased
powerChange(powerLevel)
end if
end if
else
powerLevel = M AX F REQ DIV LEV EL
powerChange(powerLevel)
end if
return b

quite low and partly because it has shown positive results in
our testing environment. Should the load be lower than this, the
core is marked as having slack by increasing the counter for
cores with slack. Once every core in the domain is processed
and these two values have been computed, the counter for
slack cores is divided by the counter for the cores that are
active. Should the resulting value be close to one, it means
that most or all of the active cores in the domain have low
load. On the other hand, if the resulting value is close to zero,
it means that most of the cores in the domain are above the
slack threshold, and the frequency should be increased. The
constant SLACK RATIO UPPER is a value that was set at
0.6. This value was chosen because in a full power domain
we have seven cores in computation, which translates to 5
cores needing to have slack for the power level to decrease.
This enforces the power domain to stay in higher frequency
for a longer time, even if only a few cores have high load.
On the other hand the constant SLACK RATIO LOWER has
been set at 0.4, with the same idea that we can easily react
to alternating load values to find a correct power level while
disallowing a single core to dictate the power level of the
domain. With this threshold values, 5 cores need to be above
the slack threshold in a 7 core domain for power level to
increase.
On the other hand, if the number of active cores is zero, we
will simply go to the lowest power level .
D. Implementation of PAST
The Implementation of this algorithm can be seen in Algorithm 2. Each power domain master reads the MIPS value
from each core in the power domain. MIPS give us an ability
to use a unified way of measuring load through across all
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Algorithm 2 PAST implementation
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:

this value is the same as in the previous algorithm, it is enough
to filter out cores with idle load and when a program is active,
this value is typically exceeded. Any cores that contain a load
value higher than this threshold have their load value added
into a load buffer. Should no cores be above the minimum
activity threshold, the power domain will be set to the lowest
power level. Afterwards this load buffer is divided with the
amount of active cores in order to determine the average load
in the power domain. This load value is then compared against
the load value in the previous interval. Should the load value
be higher in this interval, the domain power level is increased.
If the current load value is below the load value in the previous
interval, will the domain power level be decreased. In both of
these cases, the power level change will increase or decrease
the frequency divider of the power domain, unless it is already
at the highest or lower possible power level.
Finally the current load level is written into a buffer that
will be used in the next measurement interval.

i ← 0, numberOf Samples ← 0, currentLoad ← 0
while i 6= domainSize do
currentLoad+ = loadBuf f er[i]
numberOf Samples + +
i++
end while
averageLoad ← currentLoad/numberOf Samples
if currentLoad < 10 then
powerChange(8)
# Frequency div. is 8 etc.
else if currentLoad < 30 then
powerChange(7)
else if currentLoad < 50 then
powerChange(6)
else if currentLoad < 70 then
powerChange(5)
else if currentLoad < 90 then
powerChange(4)
else if currentLoad < 110 then
powerChange(3)
else
powerChange(2)
end if

power domains. The MIPS-number is calculated by dividing
the number of millions of instructions with the time elapsed
since the last measurement interval. The time since the last
interval is calculated through the timers of the off board FPGA.
With these values the power domain master can calculate the
average load in the power domain and adjust power levels
accordingly. Each MIPS region is mapped to one power level,
and the power domain master will simply switch into the
appropriate power level until the next measurement interval.
Rapid changes in load will cause PAST to rapidly switch to a
power level that is appropriate for the current load.
E. implementation of Derivate
Algorithm 3 Derivate implementation
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

numberOf Samples ← 0, i ← 0, currentLoad ← 0
while i < domainSize do
coreLoad ← loadBuf f er[i]
# Reads load in MIPS
if load > ACT IV IT Y T HRESHOLD then
numberOf Samples + +
currentLoad ← currentLoad + coreLoad
end if
i++
end while
if numberOf Samples > 0 then
currentLoad ← currentLoad/numberOf Samples
if currentLoad > lastLoad then
powerLevel − −
# Frequency div. is decresed
powerChange(powerLevel)
else if currentLoad < lastLoad then
powerLevel + +
# Frequency div. is increased
powerChange(powerLevel)
end if
lastLoad ← currentLoad
else
powerLevel ← M IN F REQ DIV LEV EL
powerChange(powerLevel)
end if

The implementation of this algorithm is shown in Algorithm
3. Each power domain master first reads the MIPS load
values of each core to determine which cores are inactive.
The inactivity threshold is represented by the constant ACTIVITY THRESHOLD with a value of 5. The reasoning for
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V. R ESULTS
Benchmarks created by Nasa Advanced Supercomputing
(NAS) division were used in order the test the effectiveness of
each algorithm. In particular the NAS BT.A.25 was used, as
it provides a good amount of cores to work with and a good
execution time that is not too short or too long. The average
execution time and power consumption were recorded across
multiple runs on each power management algorithm. The
analysis of power consumption and execution time was done
by an individual core reading load values and determining
when the program starts and stops. Power consumption is read
from the registers of the off-board FPGA at a fixed interval.
By default, the power consumption measurement is done at
a slowish speed of about 1 second, which had to be then
shortened in order to better analyze the effectiveness of each
algorithm, as the power level can increase or decrease in a
short time interval. The shortening of the power consumption measurement interval did cause some spikes in current
drainage or voltage to appear when accessing these values,
which then have to be discarded. A 0.2 second interval has
been chosen between power level measurements to give us a
short measurement interval and cause only a minimal amount
of spikes in our measurements.
After the program is completed, the core reports the average
power consumption while the program was running as well
as the execution time of the program. These values are used
to analyze the effectiveness of each algorithm on different
benchmarks. The benchmark was also run separately at the
highest possible frequency and lowest possible frequency in
order to better put our research into perspective.
A. NAS BT.A.25 Benchmark
In Table I we can see the effectiveness of each algorithm
by comparing the algorithms power consumption and execution time values with each other and the default values of
having the program run at a constant 800MHz and 200MHz,
which are the maximum and minimum frequency values the
algorithms can apply. These results show us that, with these

TABLE I
P OWER C ONSUMPTION (PC) FIGURES ON NAS BT.A.25

same trend has been replicated in other NAS benchmarks.
To our knowledge, no other benchmarks have been imported
to the SCC-platform or they have an execution time that is
too short for our research methods. The amount of research
done on these other NAS benchmarks is not enough to show
any results, but the same pattern as displayed on BT.A.25 has
emerged quite early on these other benchmarks as well.

Benchmark

Exec. Time

AVG PC

Total PC

Constant 800MHz

167 Seconds

89 Watts

14.9 KJoules

Core-Pool

252 Seconds

43.3 Watts

10.9KJoules

PAST

293 Seconds

38.2 Watts

11.2KJoules

Derivate

285 Seconds

50.6 Watts

14,5KJoules

VI. C ONCLUSION

Constant 200MHz

387 Seconds

35.8 Watts

13.5KJoules

These results show that power management algorithms on
multicore systems can be effective, and the effect they have on
power consumption is noticeable. In multicore environments
where power consumption is an issue, power management
algorithms can be used to help solve these problems.
In our test with the selected parameters for each algorithm,
Core-Pool shows the best results in overall power efficiency
of our algorithms with a slight margin. The improvement in
power consumption in comparison to the other benchmarks
shows that the algorithm is an effective power management
method. PAST comes close behind Core-Pool in efficiency,
but the results it shows might be improved by further finetuning the parameters to better fit this benchmark.
Derivate on the other hand is clearly in need of redesign
and fine-tuning before it shows results that are comparable
to the other two algorithms. The power consumption is only
slightly improved and the execution time is long compared to
how much time it spends in the higher power levels.

TABLE II
AMOUNT OF TIME SPENT IN EACH POWER LEVEL ON

NAS BT.A.25

Benchmark

800MHz

533MHz

400MHz

320MHz

Core-Pool

3.3 %

36.0 %

43.9 %

15.0 %

PAST

1.2 %

0.0 %

1.0 %

51.8 %

Derivate

35.7 %

21.2 %

13.5 %

7.5 %

Benchmark

266MHz

228MHz

200MHz

Core-Pool

1.8 %

0.0 %

0.0 %

PAST

14.2 %

1.8 %

0.7 %

Derivate

7.8 %

8.4 %

5.8 %

parameters and benchmark load profile, Core-Pool gives the
best average between power consumption and runtime. PAST
also shows promising results, being closely behind CorePool in total power consumption with a lesser average power
consumption but a longer execution time. On the other hand
Derivate performs the worst of our algorithms by being only
slightly more efficient than having the program simply run at
maximum power level and also being clearly more inefficient
than having the program run at the lowest power level.
In addition, Table II shows how much time each algorithm
spent in each power domain during the benchmark. The
table shows that the algorithms all behave in a unique way.
Core-Pool spends most of its time in the upper values of
the power level range, but only rarely spends time in the
highest power level. On the other hand PAST spends most
of the benchmark in the middle of the power level range. By
comparing the results from this table and the execution times
in Table I we can see how Core-Pools behaviour to spend
time in higher power levels than PAST directly translates to
a faster execution time. Furthermore, the differences between
the power consumption and execution time of Core-Pool and
PAST become clear when cross-referencing with this table.
The inefficiency of Derivate is not solved by the results in
Table II. From the table, we can see how the algorithm favours
the highest power level, while the execution time is slower
than in Core-Pool and almost as slow as PAST. This shows
that the overall behaviour of Derivate is in need of rethinking
and needs to be severely altered in order for the performance
to be up-to-par with the other algorithms.
The performance figures that NAS.BT.A.25 show a clear
trend in power management algorithm efficiency, and this
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Abstract—The demand for more and more compute power
is growing rapidly in many fields of research. Accelerators,
like GPUs, are one way to fulfill these requirements, but
they often require a laborious rewrite of the application using
special programming paradigms like CUDA or OpenCL. The
TM
Intel R Xeon Phi
coprocessor is based on the Intel R Many
Integrated Core Architecture and can be programmed with
standard techniques like OpenMP, POSIX threads, or MPI.
It will provide high performance and low power consumption
without the immediate need to rewrite an application. In this
work, we focus on OpenMP*-style programming and evaluate
the overhead of a selected subset of the language extensions
for Intel Xeon Phi coprocessors as well as the overhead of
some selected standardized OpenMP constructs. With the help
of simple benchmarks and a sparse CG kernel as it is used in
many PDE solvers we assess if the architecture can run standard
applications efficiently. We apply the Roofline model to investigate
the utilization of the architecture. Furthermore, we compare the
performance of a Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor system with the
performance reached on a large SMP production system.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Since the demand for more and more compute power is
growing ever since, new architectures have evolved to satisfy
this need. Accelerators, such as GPUs are one way to fulfill
the requirements. They often require a time-consuming rewrite
of application kernels (or more) in specialized programming
paradigms, e.g. CUDA [1] or OpenCL [2]. In contrast,
TM
Intel R Xeon Phi coprocessors offer all standard programming models that are available for Intel R Architecture, e.g.
OpenMP* [3], POSIX threads [4], or MPI [5]. The Intel Xeon
Phi coprocessor plugs into a standard PCIe slot and provides
a well-known, standard shared memory architecture. For programmers of higher level programming languages like C/C++
or Fortran using well established parallelization paradigms
like OpenMP, Intel R Threading Building Blocks or MPI, the
coprocessor appears like a symmetric multiprocessor (SMP)
on a single chip. Compared to accelerators this reduces the
programming effort a lot, since no additional parallelization
paradigm like CUDA or OpenCL needs to be applied (although
Intel Xeon Phi coprocessors also supports OpenCL).
However, supporting shared memory applications with only
minimal changes does not necessarily mean that these applications perform as expected on the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor.
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To get a first impression of the performance behavior of the
coprocessor when it is programmed with OpenMP, we did
several tests with kernel-type benchmarks and a CG solver
optimized for SMP systems. These tests were done on a preproduction system, so the results might improve with the final
product. We compare the results to a 128-core SMP machine
based on the Bull Coherence Switch (BCS) technology and
elaborate on the advantages and disadvantages of both.
The structure of this paper is as follows. First, we shortly
describe the systems used in our tests in Section II and present
related work in Section III. We then describe our experiments,
first with kernels to investigate special characteristics of both
machines (Section IV) and second with a CG type solver as it
is used in many PDE solvers (Section V). We break down the
CG solver into several parts and detail on the performance
behavior of each part, comparing the performance of the
coprocessor to the BCS-based big SMP machine. We also
compare the results on both systems with an estimation of the
theoretical maximum performance provided by the Roofline
model [6]. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. E NVIRONMENT
A. Intel Xeon Phi Coprocessors
TM

Intel recently announced the Intel R Xeon Phi coprocessor
platform [7] that is based on the concepts of the Intel Architecture and that provides a standard shared-memory architecure.
The coprocessor prototype used for the evaluation has 61
cores clocked at 1090 MHz and offers full cache coherency
across all cores. Every core offers four-way simultaneous
multi-threading (SMT) and 512-bit wide SIMD vectors, which
corresponds to eight double-precision (DP) or sixteen singleprecision (SP) floating point numbers. Fig. 1 shows the highlevel architecture of the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor die. Due
to these vectorization capabilities and the large number of
cores, the coprocessor can deliver 1063.84 TFLOPS of DP
performance. In the system we used, the coprocessor card
contained 8 GB of GDDR5 memory and it was connected via
PCI Express bus to a host system with two 8-core Intel R
TM
Xeon E5-2670 processors and 64 GB of host main memory.
Due to the foundations in Intel architecture, the coprocessor can be programmed in several different ways. We used
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B. BCS System
For comparison we used a 16-socket 128-core system from
Bull (refer to Fig. 2). The system consists of four bullx s6010
boards. Each board is equipped with four Intel Xeon X7550
(Nehalem-EX) processors and 64 GB of main memory. The
Bull Coherence Switch (BCS) technology is used to combine
those four boards into one SMP machine with 128 cores and
256 GB of main memory. Although this system and the Intel
Xeon Phi coprocessor both contain a large number of cores
accessing a single shared memory, there is a huge difference
between them. The Bull system consumes 6 HU in a rack
whereas the coprocessor is an extension card in the host
system. Because of that, the Bull system contains much more
peripheral equipment like SSDs, Infiniband HCAs and so on.
Another important difference is the amount of main memory—
the coprocessor has 8 GB of memory while the BCS System
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High-level overview of the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor [8].

two different ways for our experiments: 1) cross-compiled
OpenMP programs natively on the coprocessor and 2) the
Intel R Language Extensions for Offload (LEO) [9]. Several
other ways are possible, like using MPI to send messages
between the host and the coprocessor, but they have not been
investigated in this work.
1) Native Execution on Intel Xeon Phi Coprocessors:
All Intel Xeon Phi coprocessors execute a specialized Linux
kernel providing all the well-known services and interfaces to
applications, such as Ethernet, OFED, Secure Shell, FTP, and
NFS. For native execution, we logged into the coprocessor and
executed the benchmark from a standard shell. To prepare the
application, the Intel R Composer XE 2013 on the host was
instructed to cross-compile the application for the Intel Xeon
Phi coprocessor (through the -mmic switch).
2) Language Extensions for Offload: The Intel Language
Extensions for Offload offer a set of pragmas and keywords
to tag code regions for execution on the coprocessor. Programmers have additional control over data transfers by clauses that
can be added to the offload pragmas. One advantage of the
LEO model compared to other offload programming models is
that the code inside the offloaded region may contain arbitrary
code and is not restricted to certain types of constructs. The
code may contain any number of function calls and it can
use any parallel programming model supported (e.g. OpenMP,
TM
POSIX Threads, Intel R Cilk Plus).
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High-level overview of the BCS system [10].

has 256 GB and it can easily be extended to up to 2 TB.
However, many applications are tuned for these kind of SMPs
and we want to investigate and compare if such applications
can run efficiently on Intel Xeon Phi coprocessors. Although
the BCS system contains two years old processors, both tested
systems use a high number of cores and can deliver nearly the
same floating point performance of about 1 TFLOPS, which
makes the comparison valuable.
III. R ELATED W ORK
The effort for porting scientific applications to CUDA or
OpenCL can be much higher compared to directive-based programming models like OpenMP [11]. Early experiences on Intel Xeon Phi coprocessors revealed that porting scientific codes
can be relatively straightforward [12], [13], which makes this
architecture with its high compute capabilities very promising
for many HPC applications. While [12] concentrates on the
relative performance of the Intel R Knights Ferry prototype for
several applications chosen from different scientific areas, we
focus on absolute performance of a preproduction Intel Xeon
Phi coprocessor, especially for memory-bound kernels. Heinecke et al show that the Knights Ferry prototype efficiently
supports different levels of parallelism (threading and SIMD
parallelism) for massive parallel applications. It has been
shown that memory-bound kernels like sparse matrix vector
multiplication can achieve high performance on throughputoriented processors like GPGPUs [14] (depending on the
matrix storage format), but only little knowledge is present
of what the performance will be on Intel’s upcoming manycore processor generation. Many applications use OpenMP
already to utilize large shared memory systems. To make use
of these NUMA machines, data and thread affinity has to
be considered in order to obtain the best performance [15].
Taking these tuning advices into account, applications can
scale to large core counts using OpenMP on these machines,
like TrajSearch [16] and the Shemat-Suite [17] do.
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Fig. 3. Memory bandwidth of the coprocessor and the BCS system for
different numbers of threads and thread-binding strategies.

IV. BASIC P ERFORMANCE C HARACTERISTICS
To get a first impression of the capabilities of the Intel Xeon
Phi coprocessors, we evaluated basic performance characteristics** with kernel benchmarks. In the evaluation, we focus on
the native coprocessor performance and exclude the offload
model. First, we investigated the memory bandwidth of the
coprocessor with the STREAM benchmark [18]. Since the
memory bandwidth is the bottleneck in many sparse linear
algebra kernels, this can give us a hint on the performance
we can expect from the CG solver investigated in Section V.
Second, we investigated the overhead of several OpenMP
constructs with the help of the EPCC microbenchmarks [19].
Since the overhead of OpenMP constructs can be essential
for the scaling of OpenMP applications and since applications
have to scale up to hundreds of threads on the Intel Xeon
Phi coprocessor, these benchmarks can give a first insight into
the behavior of OpenMP applications. We compare the results
with measurements on the BCS system.
A. STREAM
As described above, we use the STREAM benchmark to
measure the memory bandwidth that can be achieved on
each system. We use Intel Compiler XE (version 13.0.1.117)
and to ensure a good thread placement we evaluate different
strategies for the KMP_AFFINITY environment variable. To
get meaningful results on the BCS system and its hierarchical
NUMA design, we initialize the data in parallel in order to
get a balanced data distribution across the NUMA nodes. We
use a memory footprint of about 2 GB on both systems.
Fig. 3 shows the measured memory bandwidth for different
numbers of threads and placement strategies on the coprocessor and on the BCS system. On the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor
we cross-compiled the benchmark and started it natively on
the coprocessor. To get a good performance we needed to set
compiler options in order to enable software prefetching.
On the BCS machine, we observe a difference in the binding
schemes. The compact binding only yields small bandwidth
improvements for small numbers of threads. This is because
the binding first fills a whole socket before the next socket is
used and so measurements with 1, 2, 4, and 8 threads only
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use the memory controller of one processor chip. For the 128threads case all sockets are used and we see good performance
of about 210 GB/s. With the scatter placement the sockets
are used as soon as possible. With 16 threads all sockets and
memory controllers of the system are used. We observe a
fast increase of the bandwidth at the beginning, but for larger
numbers of threads a plateau is reached and even slight drops
are observed.
The Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor exhibits a similar behavior.
The curve of the compact placement rises very slowly at the
beginning and goes up at the end. The compact placement
first fills the hardware threads of one physical core before
going to the next. Hence, the Intel Xeon Phi achieves the best
memory bandwidth when all cores are utilized. Although this
seems to be quite natural, it is not the case for the Intel R
TM
Xeon X7750 of the BCS machine. Here using 4 of the
available 8 cores is enough to saturate one chips total memory
bandwidth.
The balanced placement [9] on the coprocessor does
nearly the same as the scatter placement on the BCS
system but the numbering of the threads is optimized, so
that threads on the same core will have neighboring numbers whereas the scatter placement distributes the threads
round-robin. The balanced placement achieves the best result for 60 threads, when a bandwidth of more than 156 GB/s is
observed. With an increased number of threads the bandwidth
goes down slightly to about 127 GB/s for 240 threads.
Overall the BCS system achieves in total an about 40 %
higher memory bandwidth than the coprocessor, but of course
it uses 16 processors and 16 memory controllers to do so.
The coprocessor achieves a better bandwidth than 8 of the
Xeon X7550 processors on a single chip which is quite an
impressive result.
The memory available on the BCS system is much larger
than that on the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor, and for larger
data sets the comparison would need to take into account data
transfers through the PCI Express bus.
B. EPCC Microbenchmarks
The EPCC Microbenchmarks [19] are used to investigate
overheads of key OpenMP constructs. The micro-benchmarks
assess the performance of these constructs and provide a data
point for potential parallelization overheads and the scaling behavior in real applications. Here we focus on the syncbench
that measures the overhead of OpenMP constructs that require
synchronization. Of course we expect the overhead to increase
with growing numbers of threads, since more threads need
to be synchronized. The overhead of the OpenMP constructs
can be critical for the scaling of OpenMP applications and
thus it is worthwhile to take a look at the performance on
the coprocessor and to compare it to the BCS system while
running with a similar number of threads. Table I shows the
overhead of the OpenMP parallel for, barrier and
reduction constructs. The experiments were done on the
BCS system and on the coprocessor with the original EPCC
benchmark code. We cross-compiled the code for the Intel

BCS System
#Threads
PARALLEL FOR
BARRIER
REDUCTION
1
0.27
0.005
0.28
2
8.10
2.50
7.34
4
9.55
4.69
9.75
8
18.63
8.52
27.18
16
22.78
8.83
37.46
32
25.16
12.34
42.47
64
43.56
15.57
60.63
128
59.04
20.61
80.79
Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor (native / offload)
#Threads
PARALLEL FOR
BARRIER
REDUCTION
1
2.01 / 2.41
0.08 / 0.10
2.31 / 2.59
2
4.32 / 7.17
1.28 / 1.70
4.28 / 7.77
4
7.63 / 8.86
2.49 / 3.47
7.39 / 10.08
8
12.24 / 11.60
4.56 / 4.56
12.39 / 12.68
16
13.81 / 12.59
5.83 / 6.46
21.60 / 22.42
30
15.85 / 16.86
8.20 / 8.34
24.79 / 27.88
60
17.71 / 21.19
9.96 / 9.96
29.56 / 35.33
120
20.47 / 24.65
11.79 / 12.28
34.61 / 41.70
240
27.55 / 30.39
13.36 / 16.66
48.86 / 52.17
TABLE I
OVERHEAD IN MICROSECONDS FOR O PEN MP CONSTRUCTS MEASURED
WITH THE EPCC MICROBENCHMARK S Y N C B E N C H ON THE BCS SYSTEM
AND AN THE I NTEL X EON P HI COPROCESSOR . H ERE , THE BENCHMARKS
WERE RUN NATIVELY ON THE COPROCESSOR AND STARTED WITH AN
OFFLOAD DIRECTIVE FROM THE HOST SYSTEM .

Xeon Phi coprocessor and started it natively on the device. We
also measured a slightly modified version of the code using
LEO to offload all parallel regions.
The first thing to note is that there is no big performance
difference between the native coprocessor version and the
hybrid version using LEO. On both investigated systems the
overhead is in the same range, although the scaling is slightly
better on the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor. Comparing for
example the results of 128 threads on the BCS system with 120
threads on the coprocessor, we observe that the coprocessor
achieves faster synchronization for all constructs investigated.
It is obvious that the physical distance on the BCS system
is much higher than the distance on the coprocessor chip.
Overall, this is a sign that applications scaling on the big
SMP system might also scale well on a coprocessor since
synchronization is cheaper there.
Finally, we extended the original EPCC benchmark set by
a benchmark that measures the overhead of the offload
pragma itself. We applied the same procedure as it is done
for the other constructs. We did a reference run that measured
the overhead of a delay function innerreps times (see
Fig. 4) and then we measured the time to offload and execute
the delay function innerreps times (see Fig. 5).
This allows to calculate the overhead as:
(OffloadTime - ReferenceTime)/innerreps
The overhead we observed for the offload directive on our
test system was 91.1 µs. Thus, the overhead of one offload
region is about 3 times larger than that of a parallel for
construct with 240 threads on the coprocessor. The ability of
the coprocessor to handle function calls and other high-level
programming constructs allows to offload rather large kernels

s t a r t = getclock ( ) ;
#pragma o f f l o a d t a r g e t ( mic )
f o r ( j = 0 ; j <i n n e r r e p s ; j ++){
delay ( delaylength ) ;
}
times [ k ] = ( getclock () − s t a r t ) ;
Fig. 4. Kernel to compute the reference time of innerreps executions of
delay on the coprocessor

s t a r t = getclock ( ) ;
f o r ( j = 0 ; j <i n n e r r e p s ; j ++){
#pragma o f f l o a d t a r g e t ( mic )
{
delay ( delaylength ) ;
}
}
times [ k ] = ( getclock () − s t a r t ) ;
Fig. 5. Kernel to compute the time to offload innerreps times a kernel
that executes the delay function

and helps hide the overhead in the computation.
V. C ONJUGATE G RADIENT M ETHOD
To evaluate the performance of a real-world compute kernel
we use a CG solver [20] that runs natively on the Intel Xeon
Phi coprocessor. The runtime of the algorithm is dominated
by the Sparse-Matrix-Vector-Multiplication (SMXV). For the
performance evaluation we use our own implementation that
uses OpenMP for constructs to parallelize all operations and
we compare it to a version that uses the Intel R Math Kernel
Library (MKL) sparse routines. We use the Compressed Row
Storage (CRS) format to store only the non-zero values and
the sparsity pattern of the matrix and to have a cache-friendly
memory access.
Depending on the sparsity pattern of the matrix an adequate
load balancing is also needed. For that reason we do not use a
static schedule for the distribution of the matrix rows but rather
pre-calculate the number of rows for each thread depending on
the number of nonzero values. On big ccNUMA machines correct data and thread placement is essential [15], so we initialize
the data in parallel to distribute the pages over the sockets and
bind the threads to the cores to avoid thread migration. Since
the two test systems differ in amount and usability of hardware
threads we use different binding strategies. For the 16-sockets
machine we set KMP_AFFINITY=scatter to fill up the
sockets round-robin and KMP_AFFINITY=compact to place
each thread as close as possible to the previous thread. For
the thread placement on the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor, we
set KMP_AFFINITY=balanced,granularity=fine to
achieve a more balanced thread placement given the four
available hardware threads on each core and to obtain the best
performance for this kernel. The matrix represents a computational fluid dynamics problem (Fluorem/HV15R) and is taken
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Speedup

system
Coprocessor
BCS

OpenMP, coprocessor, balanced
MKL, coprocessor, balanced
OpenMP, BCS, scatter
OpenMP, BCS, compact
MKL, BCS, scatter
MKL, BCS, compact

60

40

#Threads
244
128

read bandwidth
122.1 GB/s
236.5 GB/s

write bandwidth
62.9 GB/s
142.2 GB/s

TABLE III
M EMORY BANDWIDTH FOR ONLY READ AND ONLY WRITE OPERATIONS
ON THE BCS SYSTEM AND THE COPROCESSOR CARD .

20
0

1

4

16
# Threads

64

other sparse algorithms, we focus on the performance of this
operation in the following section.

256

Fig. 6. Scalability of the CG kernel on 128-core SMP machine and on the
coprocessor.
Test case
OpenMP, coprocessor, balanced
MKL, coprocessor, balanced
OpenMP, BCS, scatter
OpenMP, BCS, compact
MKL, BCS, scatter
MKL, BCS, compact

#Threads
244
244
128
128
128
128

Serial
Time [s]
2387.40
3014.48
1175.89
1176.81
1024.52
1025.99

Minimal
Time [s]
32.24
38.46
26.63
18.10
43.72
43.13

TABLE II
S ERIAL AND MINIMAL PARALLEL RUN TIME OF 1000 ITERATIONS OF THE
CG METHOD FOR BOTH IMPLEMENTATIONS ON BOTH SYSTEMS .

from the University of Florida Sparse Matrix Collection [21].
The matrix dimension is N = 2, 017, 169 and the number of
nonzero elements is nnz = 283, 073, 458, which results in a
memory footprint of approximately 3.2 GB. Hence, the data
set is big enough not to fit into the caches, even on the 16sockets machine.
Fig. 6 shows the scalability on the 16-socket machine and
on the coprocessor for 1,000 CG iterations. If all 61 cores
are utilized (without SMT) on the coprocessor, it reaches a
speedup of over 53 with our CG implementation (OpenMP).
With all hardware threads the speedup increases up to over
74. Although the speedup curve increases more slowly for
the Intel MKL version, a better speedup is reached if all
hardware threads are used. However, the total elapsed time
to execute 1,000 iterations is 20 % higher than for our crosscompiled version (also see Table II). The figure shows that the
Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor can reach a very high scalability,
even for this memory-bound problem. In contrast to that, the
speedup of our (OpenMP) implementation on the big SMP
system with the scatter placement strategy only increases
slightly when utilizing all 128 cores without SMT compared
to using only 64 threads. The compact thread distribution
reaches a speedup of 65. It increases from 64 to 128 threads,
because the former case uses only two out of the four 4-sockets
boards and the full memory bandwidth is not available.
The consideration of the speedup does not take the absolute
performance into account. Table II shows the serial and the
minimal parallel runtime for 1,000 iterations of the CG method
for both implementations and the number of threads which
obtain the minimal parallel run time. As the CG method is
dominated by the SMXV and it is also important for many
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A. Sparse-Matrix-Vector-Multiplication (SMXV)
To assess the absolute performance, we apply a simplified
version of the Roofline model [6] to the BCS system (Fig. 7)
and to the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor (Fig. 8). The Roofline
model gives an estimate of the maximum performance in
GFLOPS an algorithm can achieve on a given system depending on its operational intensity. The operational intensity
is the number of FLOPS per byte loaded into the system.
Algorithms that compute many FLOPS per byte are bound by
the peak floating point performance of the system modeled
as a horizontal line in the right part of the diagram. The
rising line in the left part of the diagram shows the maximum
performance an algorithm with low operational intensity can
reach because of the limited memory bandwidth of the system.
The point of intersection of both lines marks the operational
intensity where the algorithm fully utilizes the bandwidth and
the floating point capacity of the system.
We obtained the peak floating point performance of the
systems from the hardware specifications of the Intel Xeon
X7550 processors and the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor. The
peak memory bandwidth was measured with a STREAMlike test program. In contrast to the original stream code
used in Sec. IV we calculate the bandwidth for only read
operations and only write operations. The results are shown
in Table III. As you can see on both systems the bandwidth
for read operations is higher compared to the bandwidth for
write operations. This is because the processor needs to load
a cache line first before it can be written, which results in two
transfers through the memory controller for a write operation
whereas only one transfer is needed for read (assuming no
streaming stores). To simplify matters, we assume that the
vectors of the SMXV kernel can be kept in the cache, so
only the matrix needs to be loaded whose elements are stored
consecutively. So, for the Roofline model we used the read
memory bandwidth as basis for the rising left line.
To load one entry of the matrix in CRS format we have to
load the value (double) and index (int) variables, resulting
in 12 bytes to load per entry. One add and one multiply operation is needed per matrix element and each matrix element
is needed only once, so we cannot keep results in the cache to
be reused later on. This leads to an operational intensity (O)
S
1 F LOP S
of O = 212F LOP
bytes = 6 byte . For this operational intensity
the Roofline model shows that the SMXV kernel is bound by
the memory bandwidth on both systems and that it can reach a
maximum performance of 39.42 GFLOPS on the BCS system
and 20.35 GFLOPS on the coprocessor.

GFLOPS

GFLOPS

Peak FP Performance

SMXV Kernel

2048
1024
512
256
128
64 39.4
32
16
8
4
2
1
0,5
1/16 1/8

1/4 1/2
1
2
4
8
16
Operational Intensity in FLOPS/byte

32

64

4

16
# Threads

64

256

Fig. 9. Performance of the SMXV within the CG method on 128-core SMP
machine and on the coprocessor.
System

#Threads

Time [s]

Coprocessor
BCS

244
128

32.24
18.10

dxpay/
daxpy
3.71 %
11.41 %

dot
product
1.89 %
4.45 %

SMXV
94.03 %
84.01 %

TABLE IV
RUN TIME SHARES AND SOLVING TIMES FOR THE LINEAR ALGEBRA
KERNELS ON BOTH SYSTEMS .

Peak FP Performance

B. Vector Operations
SMXV Kernel

GFLOPS

OpenMP, coprocessor, balanced
MKL, coprocessor, balanced
OpenMP, BCS, scatter
OpenMP, BCS, compact
MKL, BCS, scatter
MKL, BCS, compact

1

Fig. 7. Roofline model applied to the BCS system. The model shows that
the SMXV kernel which has an operational intensity of 1/6 FLOPS/byte can
reach a maximum performance of 39.4 GFLOPS on the BCS system.
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Fig. 8. Roofline model applied to the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor. The
model shows that the SMXV kernel which has an operational intensity of 1/6
FLOPS/byte can reach a maximum performance of 20.35 GFLOPS on the
Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor.

Fig. 9 shows the performance measured for SMXV within
the CG method. As expected, the best performance is achieved
on the BCS system (with compact distribution strategy)
which delivers 37.24 GFLOPS for our implementation, which
is close to the theoretical maximum of 39.42 GFLOPS as
predicted by the Roofline model. For the Intel MKL version
only 31.64 GFLOPS are reached. Here, the reason for the
lower performance on this big BCS system is that our own implementation is less generic and that we have the full control of
the correct data and thread placement. The slower performance
increase for the scatter strategy when utilizing more than
64 threads is directly connected to the STREAM measurement
of Fig. 3. Due to the bandwidth drop with large thread counts,
the best result is obtained with 64 threads. As predicted by the
Roofline model with 18.67 GFLOPS the performance on the
coprocessor is also close to the maximum of 20.35 GFLOPS.
While the difference between the Intel MKL version and our
own implementation is about 5.5 GFLOPS without SMT (61
threads), the maximum performance of both versions (244
threads) is almost the same.

Accelerators like GPGPUs often require to not only optimize the SMXV kernel, but also other vector operations
within the CG solver (e.g., reductions for the dot product).
Table IV shows that the share of vector operations in SMXV
is more dominant on the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor than on
the BCS machine (94.03 % vs. 84.01 %). The vector operations
daxpy (~y = a ∗ ~x + ~y ) and dxpay (~y = ~x + a ∗ ~y ) take only
3.71 % of the total runtime while they consume up to 11.41 %
on the BCS system. After the matrix vector multiplication
most of the vectors are discarded from the cache and need
to be reloaded. In contrast to the coprocessor, the BCS system
cannot reach full memory bandwidth for these small arrays
(about 15 MB each). The share of the dot product is lower
on the coprocessor which shows that the OpenMP reduction
works fine on this new architecture. Since the SMXV kernel
has the most significant run time impact we concentrated our
analysis on it.
C. SIMD Vectorization
As mentioned in Section II, the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor
has new powerful SIMD capabilities. To analyze these, we
built two versions of the CG method with and without vectorization (through the compiler flag -no-vec). Fig. 10 shows
that the gain from vectorization within the CG method is quite
small. Although one observes a 2x gain for small numbers
of threads, there is no difference when the coprocessor is
fully utilized. In combination with the presented performance
model, one can see that it is possible to utilize the full available
bandwidth although the code was not vectorized. Since the
data loaded through the gather operations is the same as with
the scalar version of the CG code, the gather operations cannot
provide any additional performance gain. This means that
memory-bound applications in general can benefit from the
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Fig. 10. Performance of the SMXV within a CG method with and without
vectorization on the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor.

high memory bandwidth of the coprocessor, even if they do
not use SIMD vectors.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
The growing demand for both compute power and low energy consumption has led to a growing adaption of accelerators
and coprocessors for HPC to fulfill this requirement. While for
GPUs a rewrite of the application might be necessary, we have
shown that with the upcoming Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor it
is possible to efficiently port compute kernels with no or just
minor code modifications.
The overhead of the standard OpenMP constructs which
use synchronization is smaller than on big SMP machines,
which makes the approach very promising for many HPC
applications using OpenMP. The overhead of the offload
pragma used in the language extension (LEO) is also quite
low, so that it will not limit the scalability.
The bandwidth of one coprocessor is up to 156 GB/s and
exceeds eight Intel Xeon X7550 processors. This is reflected in
real-world kernels like the SMP optimized sparse CG solver.
With the Roofline model we have predicted a maximum performance of about 20 GFLOPS for the SMXV kernel (limited by
the read memory bandwidth) and achieved almost 19 GFLOPS
with the unmodified kernel. This shows that scientific OpenMP
applications can run efficiently on the upcoming Intel Xeon
Phi coprocessor without requiring a rewrite.
In addition to our work which focused on shared memory
programming, it would be interesting to investigate the performance of the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor for distributed
memory paradigms like MPI on one or multiple coprocessors.
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Parallel Stereo Vision Algorithm
Paul Cockshott, Susanne Oehler, Tian Xu, Paul Siebert, Gerardo Aragon

Abstract—Integrating a stereo-photogrammetric robot head into a real-time system requires software
solutions that rapidly resolve the stereo correspondence problem. The stereo-matcher presented in this
paper uses therefore code parallelisation and was
tested on three different processors with x87 and AVX.
The results show that a 5mega pixels colour image can
be matched in 3.0 seconds or as monochrome in 1.7
seconds.

I. I NTRODUCTION
This paper presents initial efforts to solve the stereocorrespondence problem in real time manner for the
robot head used in the Clothes Perception and Manipulation project (www.clopema.eu). This means that
generating 2.5D range maps should be obtained in
an on-line manner. The stereo correspondence problem
comprises the task of locating for each pixel on one
image of a stereo pair, the corresponding location on
the other image of the pair. Therefore the problem
is solved by constructing a displacement field (also
termed parallax or disparity map) that maps points
on, for example, the left image to the corresponding
location on the right image: Il (x, y) → Ir (x’, y’). In
this case the displacement field is usually expressed as
two disparity maps Dx(x, y) and Dy(x, y) each storing
horizontal and vertical displacements respectively that
map each pixel in the left imageIl into the corresponding location of the right imageIr, as follows:
Ir (x0 , y 0 ) = Il (x + Dx (x, y), y + Dy (x, y))
It should be noted that the displacement values
stored in these maps are both real valued and signed.
Knowing the correspondences between stereo pair images and also the geometric configuration of the cameras that captured the stereo pair, by means of camera
calibration, it then becomes possible to recover range
values, for each matching stereo-pair of pixel valid
associated with a valid disparity estimate, through a
process of triangulation.
A. The Robot Head
The robot head comprises two Nikon DSLR cameras (D5100) that are capable of capturing images
at 16 mega pixels. These are mounted on two pan
and tilt units (PTU-D46) with their corresponding controllers (Figure I.1). The cameras are separated by
a pre-defined baseline for optimal stereo capturing.
The hardware is interfaced to a Intel Core i7-3930K

Figure I.1.

Side (a) and back (b) view of the robot head.

computer at 3.20 GHz with 16GB in RAM running
Fedora 17. Camera and controller drivers are developed
under ROS (www.ros.org). The robot head is able to
verge its cameras on a point [1] and it will feature the
stereo-matcher described in this paper.
II. T HE LEGACY SOFTWARE AND ITS HISTORY.
The research underpinning all versions of image
matching algorithm reported here have their origins
in the Multi Scale Signal Matching (MSSM) algorithm
proposed by Jin and Mowforth [2, 3]. MSSM operates
by tracing dense, local, matches over a discrete scalespace: essentially an image pair is reduced in progressively in detail by iterated blurring operations. The most
blurred versions of the stereo-pair, containing least
detail and hence scope for matching ambiguity, are
matched first and then subsequent matches at finer
scales progressively resolve the detail removed by the
blurring operations to produce a final full-resolution
set of displacement, or disparity, estimates between
corresponding locations on the matched images.
Jin’s MSSM[2],
formulated a coarsely quantised
√
scale-space ( 2 blur factor between scales) that required of the order of a few tens of image scales
to be computed and therefore fewer matching operations were required to traverse from a coarse solution
through to a full-resolution match and used a Gaussian
spatial weight to a Pearson cross-correlation window
used for local matching.
Typically, in excess of two days of CPU time were
required to match a 256x512 stereo-pair using a SUN 3
workstation (Motorola 68000 based processor) in 1989.
Urquart modified the MSSM to incorporate the semipyramid[4] and as a result MSSM could then match
the 256x512pixel stereo-pair in the order of one hour.
Van Hoff, further improved the MSSM algorithm by
incorporating a fully regular image pyramid sampled
with a half-octave reduction factor between levels[5].
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Table I
T YPICAL EXECUTION TIMES, IN SECONDS, FOR MSSM IN 1993 [7]
Image Size (pixels)
Sun SPARCstation LX
IBM RS6000 320H
Sun SPARCstation 10

256×256
32.7s
15.5s
10.7s

512×512
130.9s
64.5s
50.5s

576×768
215.0s
104.6s
71.2s

Minor modifications[6] further improved the execution
rate as listed in Table 1.
The original C system was recoded in Java as C3D
incorporating Van Hoff ’s improved version of MSSM
[8, 9].
III. L EGACY C ODE - PARALLELISATION S TRATEGY
C3D is based on research outputs from the past
25 years and has been used for numerous research
projects involving stereo-photogrammetric camera systems. For the current objective its employment is no
longer adequate due its slow processing times. To
achieve acceptable real-time timings it has been decided to create new parallelised software.
In order not to lose the research inputs, which had
led to the creation of C3D, the source code of the
latter is being used as the design basis and benchmark
for the new parallelised software. Due to the variety
of different authors and the time span over, which
C3D got developed, earlier documentation of the implementation turned out not to be fully consistent with
the source code of the current version of C3D. It was
necessary to extract the essential parts of the source
code and transcribe their functionalities. C3D employs
external libraries and follows an object-oriented design,
which makes it difficult to translate directly into a
parallelised form. We decided to first transcribe the
source code into a set of Matlab scripts, removing the
external libraries’ influences and its object orientated
nature. These Matlab scripts can be tested for output
validity against the Java software. More importantly
they provide design and documentation for a new parallelised version, as for instance, described in section
V.
In this first phase of parallelisation, we decided to
focus on the stereo-matching algorithm of C3D, without
transcribing the C3D scale-space pyramid code. The
C3D stereo-matcher takes two images, as input and
outputs a horizontal disparity matrix, a vertical disparity matrix and a confidence matrix of the same size as
the input images. The matching process is as followed:
1) First a pyramid representation with a given number of pyramid levels for the left and right image
is produced. For the smallest level of the pyramid
the horizontal disparity, vertical disparity and
confidence matrix are initialised to zero.
2) Starting at the smallest pyramid level Step 2 will
be repeated for each pyramid level:
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a) Step 2a to 2h is repeated for each iteration
on the current pyramid level: The sampling
step (sampStep) is initialised to one by
default, unless totIter > 1 and curIter < 7 .
The sampling step is calculated as follows:
0.9
+1
sampStep = (totIter−curIter−1)∗ totIter−1
where totIter is total iteration and curIter
is the iteration counter.
b) Step 2b to 2h is repeated twice for each iteration (1 iteration = 2 match cycles): Five
different warped right image instances are
created by applying bi-linear interpolation
using the horizontal and vertical disparities
with and without sampling step shift. The
first is created using the horizontal and vertical disparities without shifts. For the other
four, horizontal and vertical ±sampStep is
added to the disparities before warping.
c) For the left image and each of the five
warped images a standard deviation matrix is calculated by multiplying the images
with themselves, i.e. squaring them, and convolving the result horizontally and vertically
with a Gaussian kernel.
d) With the same Gaussian kernel, covariance matrices are calculated multiplying the
warped images with the left and then convolving.
e) Based on the standard deviation and covariance matrices the correlation coefficients are
calculated.
f) Having obtained five correlation coefficient
matrices, 2nd order polynomial maximisation is applied to the corresponding elements
of the matrices. In case of a confidence value
greater than one and the zero point correlation coefficient (c0 ) greater than zero it
readjusts the disparity (disp) to be: disp =
1−c0
disp ∗ conf
−c0 followed by overwriting the
confidence with 1. Should C3D fail to fit a
polynomial, it sets the disparity to zero and
the corresponding confidence to 0.4.
g) The newly computed horizontal and vertical
disparities matrices are multiplied by the
sampling step and added on to the initial
horizontal and vertical matrices. To obtain
again one confidence matrix it computes
Conf HV = Conf H ⊗ Conf V weights this
against the initial confidence (InitConf ) :
InitConf = Conf HV + 0.75 ∗ (InitConf −
Conf HV )
h) The disparity matrices are then weighted by
the confidence matrix Dispxy = Dispxy ⊗
InitConf . This is followed by smoothing using the local confidence matrix as a convolution kernel. The same process is then ap-
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plied to the confidence matrix. The weighted
smoothing process (2h) is repeated twice. If
the steps 2b to 2h have been run twice the
process will either step to the next iteration,
starting at 2a or in case the total number
of iterations for the pyramid level has been
reached move to the next pyramid level (3).
3) After the matching iterations the resulting horizontal and vertical disparity matrices and the
confidence matrix are smoothed once more with
a 3x3 average filter, before being expanded to the
size of the next pyramid level. OR
4) The final (largest) level of the pyramid is returned
as output.
IV. T HE H ARDWARE TARGET AND THE C OMPILER
We have used Vector Pascal [10, 11] as our source
language because it is an array language of a similar
semantic level to Matlab thus easing the prototyping
process, it targets and automatically parallelises code
for a range of parallel processor chips including the
multi-core AVX machines we are using; and, since we
have access to the developers we can have new code
generators added for additional target machines as
we buy them whilst leaving the core vision code unchanged. In Vector Pascal all operators are overloaded
so that they can operate on arrays and vectors as well
as scalars. Using compiler flags, a single program can
be compiled, with differing levels of parallelism, to
target a range of microprocessors.
Each array assignment statement is evaluated by the
compiler for parallelisation in two ways:
1) If it is a two dimensional array and it uses only
basic arithmetic operations or pure functions (
side effect free) on the right hand side, then the
work on rows of the array is interleaved between
different n processors so that processor j handles
all rows i such that i mod n = j.
2) If the right hand side contains no function calls
and operates on adjacent array elements, then the
compiler generates SIMD code.
3) If the expression on the right is a conditional with
no function calls it is evaluated using boolean
masks to allow SIMD execution (Algorithm 1).
At the start of the project we evaluated 3 architectures:
a 6 core Intel Ivy bridge (3.2GHz, 12MB cache), an 8
core AMD Bulldozer (3.1GHz, 8MB cache) and a 2 core
AMD Fusion (2.7GHz, 1MB cache, 160 Radeon cores
at 600MHz). Both the Ivy Bridge and the Bulldozer
utilise the AVX instruction set, capable of operating on
vectors of 8 single precision floating point values. The
AMD Fusion system, does not utilise AVX, but has a
chip with a GPU on the same die as a pair of x86 cores.
We developed two Vector Pascal code generators for the
Fusion, one using the Virtual SIMD approach [12] and
the other translating directly to OpenCL. Although the

Algorithm 1 Translation of Pascal conditional expressions to AVX instructions.
var a,b,c:array[1..8] of real;
begin
a:=if c<b then c*c else b;
=======
vmovdqu
YMM0, [PmainBase+ -96];
vcmplps
YMM7, YMM0, [PmainBase+ -64];
vmovdqu
YMM6, [PmainBase+ -96];
vmulps
YMM0, YMM6, YMM6;
vandps
YMM0, YMM0, YMM7;
vpandnpd YMM1, YMM7, [PmainBase+ -64];
vorpsb
YMM0, YMM0, YMM1;
vmovdqu
[PmainBase+ -32], YMM0;
Virtual SIMD approach is known to work with the Cell
processor, initial trials showed the performance of both
techniques on the Fusion architecture was poor. This
appears to be due to the cost of transfers between the
two address spaces of the machine. We thus rejected
this target architecture.
In the longer term our preferred target architecture
is the Intel MIC which combines over 50 x86 cores each
of which can operate on vectors of 16 single precision
floating point numbers. Provided a Linux system with
shared memory is available on this machine, experience shows that the production of a code generator for
it is a task of about a month or two.
V. T HE PARALLEL A LGORITHM
Although the Pascal Compiler does not require explicit parallelism, the programmer, by expressing their
algorithm in terms of array operations, supplies implicit parallelisation hints. Our aim was to derive an
algorithm that was similar to our existing one, but is
expressed in a data parallel fashion.
Like our Java algorithm, it uses a scale-space pyramid structure to enhance the efficiency of search. It
attempts to perform a match moving from the coarsest
to the finest level of detail. The key targets for parallelisation were: the process of extracting disparities at
any given scale; and, the process of creating the scalespace pyramid from the initial images.
The basic algorithm is the same as was applied in
C3D except that instead of using explicit loops for convolution, sub-sampling etc., we express everything in
terms of operators over floating point number matrices.
The basic step in forming a pyramid is to repeatedly
convolve layers with a 5 wide separable blurring kernel, to prevent aliasing, and then sub-sample.
Given a starting image A as a two dimensional array
of pixels, the algorithm first forms a temporary array
T whose elements are the weighted sum of adjacent
rows. Then in a second phase it sets the original image
to be the weighted sum of the columns of the temporary
array.
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Algorithm 2 The parallel correlation function. The PM
messages indicate lines with both SIMD and multi-core
parallelism. Storage management code is not shown.
PROCEDURE computesim(var sim,l,r:image);
var bottom:pimage;i:integer;
const k:kernel=(0.0816,0.218,0.3032,0.218,0.0816);
BEGIN
PM for i:= 0 to l.maxplane do sim[i]:=l[i]*r[i];
(* got products for the top term
do summation using convolution *)
pconv(sim,k);
(* now we compute the l2 norm of l
and divide the top by it*)
PM for i:= 0 to l.maxplane do bottom^[i]:=l[i]*l[i];
pconv(bottom^,k);
for i:= 0 to l.maxplane do
PM
sim[i]:=sim[i]/sqrt (bottom^[i]);
(* repeat with the r l2 norm *)
PM for i:= 0 to l.maxplane do bottom^[i]:=r[i]*r[i];
pconv(bottom^,k);
for i:= 0 to l.maxplane do
PM
sim[i]:=sim[i]/ sqrt(bottom^[i]);
PM for i:= 0 to l.maxplane do sim[i]:=sim[i]*sim[i];
END;

cost of matching a layer is the cost of doing the basic
match at that level m(l) plus the cost of propagating
down the disparities from higher layers into layer l that
is d(l) so
M (l) = d(l) + m(l)

The cost of propagating down the disparities is the
cost of interpolating each pixel I times the number of
pixels in a layer times 3 to account for the disparity
image having 3 planes, plus the time to rescale the x
and y planes of the disparity ( 2 multiplies per pixel )
d(l) = 2p(l) + 3Ip(l)

MA(T[lo..hi],
p[0..hi-lo+0],p[1..hi-lo+1],
p[2..hi-lo+2],p[3..hi-lo+3],
p[4..hi-lo+4],kerr);
...
MA(p[bm..tm,lo..hi],t[bm..tm,0..hi-lo+0],
t[bm..tm,1..hi-lo+1],
t[bm..tm,2..hi-lo+2],
t[bm..tm,3..hi-lo+3],
t[bm..tm,4..hi-lo+4],kerr);

(VI.3)

The interpolation process computes a matrix b from
a matrix a so that one destination pixel bij requires 55
maths operators per colour to compute it from 4 pixels
in the level above as follows
bij =

The bulk of the actual work in the convolution is done
by calls to a parallel multiply accumulate procedure
which is called twice to perform vertical and horizontal
passes.

(VI.2)

j k
− ( √j2 − √j2 ))+
2
j k
j k
aj √i kj1+ √j k ( √j2 − √j2 ))(1 − ( √i2 − √i2 ))
2
2
j k
+(aj1+ √i kj √j k (1 − ( √j2 − √j2 ))+
2
2
j k
j k
aj1+ √i kj1+ √j k ( √j2 − √j2 ))( √i2 − √i2 )
(aj √i

2
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j
√
2

k (1

2

(VI.4)
Register optimisation should be able to reduce the
number of these operations but these operations cannot
be done by SIMD instructions since the source pixels in
matrix a are not regularly spaced. We can thus deduce
that, unoptimised,

where T and p are image planes. T[lo..hi] selects
rows lo to hi of the image. The multiply accumulate
procedure has the form
PROCEDURE MA(VAR a,p,q,r,s,t:plane;k:kernel);
BEGIN
PM a:= p*k[1]+q*k[2]+r*k[3]+s*k[4]+t*k[5];
END;

It multiplies the whole image plane term by the
factor and adds it to the image plane acc. The PM
generated in the listing file indicates that the line is
parallelised across cores and uses SIMD.
Algorithm 2 shows code used to perform a parallel
correlation between two images.

d(l) ≈ 167p(l)

(VI.5)

The basic match within a level breaks down into the
component costs
1) Warping the image w(l)
2) Forming correlation images for the 5 offsets s(l)
on 3 colour planes
3) Polynomial interpolation q(l)
4) Smoothing sm(l)
m(l) = w(l) + s(l) + q(l) + sm(l)

(VI.6)

Warping requires 16 floating point operations per
pixel on each of 3 colour planes so we have
(VI.7)

VI. C OMPLEXITY ANALYSIS.

w(l) = 48p(l)

Denote the complexity in floating point operations of
a match on a given level of the pyramid as M (l)
Assume that the base image is of size x, y the number
of pixels at level l will be
xy
(VI.1)
p(l) = l−1
2
since the√linear dimensions of each level reduce by a
factor of 2 between levels and the base level is 1. The

Warping is again unsuitable for SIMD code. If we
designate the cost of doing a correlation as c(l) then we
have s(l) = 15c(l)and the correlation requires 8 floating
√
point operations ( two of which are ) per pixel plus
3 image convolutions with a 5 element kernel. If we
designate the cost of convolution by k(l) we have
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s(l) = 15(8p(l) + k(l))

(VI.8)

5

Polynomial interpolation requires 16 floating point
ops per pixel so
q(l) = 16p(l)

(VI.9)

Smoothing requires 2 floating point ops per pixel plus
2 convolutions over 3 planes this amounts to
sm(l) = 6(p(l) + k(l))

(VI.10)

Separable 2D convolution with a 5 element kernel
requires 20 floating point operations per pixel so we
have
k(l) = 20p(l)

(VI.11)

Figure VII.1. Speed performance for the Intel 6 and AMD architectures with the AVX and x87 instruction sets while matching colour
images.

Substituting into VI.6 we have
m(l) = 48p(l) + 420p(l) + 16p(l) + 126p(l) = 610p(l)
(VI.12)
Substituting (VI.12) and (VI.5) into (VI.2) we get
xy
M (l) = 777p(l) = 777 l−1
(VI.13)
2
Summing this over n pyramid layers we get
n
X
l=1

777

xy
≈ 1554xy
2l−1

(VI.14)

since the sequence 1, 12 , 14 , 81 tends to 2. So for a
5 megapixel image, the number of floating point operations is of the order 8×109 for the matching. On
top of this we have to calculate the number of operations necessary to create the two image pyramids.
The pyramid construction process at present involves a
convolution of each layer by a kernel to blur it followed
by a sub-sampling. The sub-sampling requires just over
2 floating point operations per pixel per colour, and the
convolution cost is given in (VI.11). There is a complication involved in that the bottom layer is not subsampled. The total floating point cost of constructing
each pyramid is thus
n
X
l=2

6p(l) +

n
X

3kl = 126xy

(VI.15)

l=1

Given that we have two pyramids we can
compute the total floating point cost for
matching two 2448x2050 colour images as being
1680x2448x2050=8.5E+09. This implies a minimum
data input of 64GB for the algorithm.
The working sets for the basic operations of the algorithm are large. For instance for convolution we have
3 planes, each of 20MB which have to be horizontally
convolved to a similar sized buffer and then vertically
convolved back to the original planes so 120MB of data
has to be processed at the bottom pyramid layer. This
is far larger than the cache size. Total active data size

for the two source pyramids and the output pyramid is
360MB, in addition temporary buffers of up to a further
180MB are used during the algorithm.
VII. R ESULTS AND C ONCLUSIONS
We tested speed and precision for the Vector Pascal
matcher and the C3D matcher using fractal-noise image pairs. The fractal noise images (2448x2050 pixels)
were generated with different noise frequency patterns
and warped using bi-linear interpolation for a set of
predefined disparities maps. For the stereo-matching
the two original images served as the left and the
warped images as the right image. To evaluate the
precision of the new matcher and C3D, the output
disparities have been compared against the predefined
disparities, calculating the root mean square (RMS)
error over the differences of disparities. The speed of
the parallelised matcher was tested for two different
instruction sets, AVX and x87, two different image
formats, monochrome and colour, and run in parallel
over different number of cores for the three processors
presented in section IV.
A. Speed results
The x87 served as the speed benchmark for each
processor. The Intel 6 and AMD 8 run colour matches
2.2 and 2.7 times as fast with AVX, respectively while
multi-core parallelisation gives further accelerations of
2.4 and 2.6 times, respectively. In overall, the AMD 8
was the slowest as observed in Figure VII.1. Hyperthreading in Intel 6 provided an overall speed-up of
3.2 times with respect to using a single core. Cache
optimisation of the convolve function (Algorithm 2)
gave a further speedup of 1.3 times with respect to no
cache optimised code, as depicted in Figure VII.2.
C3D was run on the Intel 6 with Java SE7, for 1
iteration at 16.10 seconds and for the standard number
of 10 iterations at 38.93 seconds while matching monochrome images. Comparing the Intel 6 AVX 12 core
version with C3D’s standard setup, the new matcher is
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into a real-time system. Furthermore the new matcher
should be able to run with minimal changes on the
Intel MIC, possibly improving further its timings. In
terms of accuracy C3D is still leading, hence, we shall
proceed with transcribing and parallelising its pyramid
code.
R EFERENCES

Figure VII.2. Log-log graph of the speed performance vs Floating Point Units (FPU) of the Intel 6 with both instruction sets.
Trendlines for the Intel 6 AVX and x87 instructions sets are y =
54.6x−0.68 and y = 37.6x−0.66 , respectively; and for the Intel 6
without cache optimisation for both instruction sets are 75.5x−0.71
and y = 57.5x−0.74 , respectively.
Table II
C OMPARATIVE ACCURACY OF MATCHING
Java C3D
Monochrome
Colour
1 Iter
10 Iter
AVX
x87
AVX
x87
Img
Disp
RMS
RMS
RMS
RMS
RMS
RMS
1
1
0.00
0.01
0.29
0.50
0.09
0.11
2
0.06
0.02
0.29
0.50
0.09
0.11
3
0.05
0.02
0.29
0.50
0.09
0.108
4
0.33
0.32
0.66
1.26
0.32
0.47
5
0.95
0.92
5.35
6.52
1.51
1.44
6
1.17
1.15
13.12
13.55
3.0
2.81
2
1
0.01
0.01
0.47
0.541
0.10
0.10
2
0.06
0.02
0.48
0.55
0.10
0.10
3
0.04
0.02
0.48
0.55
0.10
0.10
4
0.38
0.36
0.75
0.94
0.32
0.44
5
0.97
0.94
1.92
2.11
1.44
1.38
6
1.19
1.16
4.79
4.39
2.76
2.32
µ RMS
0.43
0.41
2.41
2.66
0.83
0.79
σ
RMS
0.47
0.46
3.65
3.75
1.04
0.93
Disparities (1)none, (2), 1 pixel horizontal, (3) 1 pixel vertical, (4) 10
pixels horizontal, (5) sin horizontal, (6) sin horizontal and vertical.

22.8 times faster. Even using colour images it is approximately 13 times faster. Considering the MSSM timings
using the 1992 SPARCstation LX of 215 seconds over
576x768 pixels, in 20 years we have become 1430 times
faster. This is almost exactly in line with Moore’s law
growth rates.
B. Accuracy results
C3D is slightly more accurate than the Pascal version, with an RMS error of 0.41 pixels, compared to the
0.83 pixels (see Table II). We attribute the difference
to the slightly different scale-space pyramids used.
However, the new matcher achieves more accurate results over colour images than over monochrome, which
is interesting as C3D can only match monochrome
images.
Overall, the 6 core Ivy Bridge has shown the best
performance in terms of balancing speed and accuracy.
The performance of the new matcher demonstrates the
potential feasibility of integrating a stereo-robot head
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Towards Converting POSIX Threads Programs for
Intel SCC
Patrick Cichowski, Gabriele Iannetti, and Joerg Keller

Abstract—The Intel SCC is a multiprocessor-on-chip with 48
cores interconnected by an on-chip communication network, and
an off-chip shared memory. As each core is running its own linux
operating system instance, executing a POSIX threads program
using multiple SCC cores is not possible directly. Thus, in spite of
SCC’s shared memory, communication between cores normally
happens in message passing style via the RCCE library. We
investigate how to transform the source code of a POSIX threads
program, so that, with the help of a small runtime library, it can
be compiled and executed on multiple cores of the Intel SCC.
We validate a proof-of-concept implementation with the help of
a synthetic benchmark program, and report on the speedups
obtained.
Index Terms—Shared memory programming, POSIX threads,
Intel SCC, multiprocessor-on-chip
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I. I NTRODUCTION

ARALLEL programming can roughly be classified in
shared memory programming and message passing programming, where the programming styles typically correspond
to the structure of the underlying parallel machine. A prominent variant of shared memory programming is the use of
POSIX threads [1] (or pthreads for short) in C programs, with
lots of application codes available. The Intel SCC [2] is an
experimental 48-core multiprocessor-on-chip created by Intel.
It comprises 48 cores (IA32 architecture) forming 24 tiles,
each containing two cores with separate caches and message
passing buffers, interconnected by a 6 × 4-mesh networkon-chip. The network also connects to four on-chip memory
controllers that provide access to off-chip main memory. Each
core normally runs its own instance of a linux operating system. Thus, although a shared memory physically is provided
and can be accessed via the RCCE communication library [3],
the direct use of Pthreads is restricted to one core at a time.
Communication normally happens in message-passing style
via the RCCE or the iRCCE libraries [4]. We refrain from a
more detailed description and refer to the literature on SCC
hardware and programming [2], [3].
Our goal is to provide a possibility to compile and run C
programs with Pthreads on multiple cores of the Intel SCC. We
assume that the source code of the program is available, and
that we do not modify the operating systems. Thus, we target a
user-space solution. Our approach is to provide a small runtime
library for functionality not present so far, and a sourceto-source transformation. The transformed program then is
All authors are with the Faculty of Mathematics and Computer
Science, FernUniversität in Hagen, 58084 Hagen, Germany. e-mail:
(firstname.lastname@fernuni-hagen.de).
Manuscript received Oct 14, 2012; revised XX XX, 2012.

compiled and linked with the runtime library, and executed
on the Intel SCC. While the transformation so far is done
manually (thus only the transformation rules are available),
we provide a prototype implementation of the runtime system
for basic functionality such as thread creation. Thus, this is
a work in progress. We evaluate the prototype with the help
of a synthetic benchmark program. The experiments indicate
that speedups are achieved over running the pthread program
on one core.
The remainder of this article is structured as follows. In
Section II, we analyze the problem how to bring pthreads to
Intel SCC and derive possible solutions. In Section III, we
sketch the prototype implementation of a runtime library to run
transformed pthread programs on Intel SCC. In Section IV,
we present our preliminary experimental evaluation of the
prototype. In Section V, we conclude and mention future work.
II. P THREADS AND I NTEL SCC
In a program written in the language C that uses the pthread
API, initially one thread exists, that executes the main-function
(including function calls). At any point in the program, another
thread can be spawned by calling pthread_create. This
call specifies the function that the new thread is to execute.
Upon completion of that function, the thread terminates. The
threads run either asynchronously (detached), or the spawning
thread eventually calls pthread_join and blocks until the
called thread terminates. All global variables are shared among
the threads, i.e. only allocated once in the shared memory
and visible to all threads. The same holds for dynamically
allocated memory, if a pointer to it is held in a global
variable. Local variables, or in general the function stack, are
allocated separately for each thread, and are visible only to the
thread that created them. Access to shared memory by several
threads must be coordinated explicitly, for example by a mutex
variable. For further details, we refer to a textbook on pthread
programming, e.g. [5].
In this section, we will mainly deal with thread creation and
shared memory access in the SCC, and only sketch solutions
for coordination functions like mutexes.
A. Thread creation
As a first basic decision, we decided to use the existing
pthread API available on each core, to ease implementation.
Because any thread can spawn another thread, the question
arises whether the thread should be created on the core where
it was spawned, and later migrated to another core for the
purpose of load balancing, or whether the thread should
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be created where it should run later, thus avoiding thread
migration. As we did not want to interfere with the operating
system, we decided for the latter possibility. This necessitates
that we need a thread description (which function is to be
executed with which argument) that can be sent to the target
core, and be used to create the thread there. A similar thing
happens upon termination of a thread. The return value must
be sent back to the thread that spawned it, to be used in a
join-function.
In order to free the cores as far as possible from these
administrative tasks, such as finding an appropriate core to
run a new thread on, we decide for a central instance, to
which all descriptions of newly spawned threads and return
values of terminated threads are sent, and which distributes
these descriptions to target cores where the respective threads
shall be created and run, and which forwards the return values
to the spawning thread. Thus, the proposed solution fits the
master/worker pattern, see e.g. [6].
In the pthread program, every call to pthread_create
and pthread_join is replaced by a call to the respective
library functions. The main-function is renamed, and a new
main-function is added that starts the cores as master or
worker, and lets the master start the first thread, that executes
the original main-function.
B. Shared memory access
On the SCC, shared memory must be allocated explicitly
before it can be accessed. The allocation is done with a
shmalloc-call by all participating cores. We use the shared
memory without caching because the SCC hardware does not
support any cache coherence protocol. Implementing cache
coherency in software is a problem independent of pthread
programming, and thus not in the focus of our research. It
has been addressed in a number of approaches since Li and
Hudak’s seminal paper [7], and has been investigated also for
the Intel SCC [8].
All global variables must be placed in this shared memory.
This can be realized by accessing each variable via its offset
in the shared memory. Additionally, dynamic allocations of
shared memory, i.e. a call to malloc where the returned
pointer is at some time assigned to a shared variable, must
be realized with the above allocated shared memory. As
we already have proposed a centralized solution for thread
creation, and as malloc-calls typically are as infrequent as
thread creation, we use the master also for managing the
dynamically allocated memory. Thus, a thread executing a
malloc sends a message with the required size to the master,
which performs the allocation and returns in another message
the offset of the allocated memory within the shared memory.
In the pthread program, the transformations for variable
access can be extensive if the address operator is used.
Otherwise, each occurence of a shared variable is replaced
by an expression of the form pointer to shared memory plus
offset of variable. The analysis to find the malloc’s of shared
memory can also be difficult, as the returned pointer might first
be assigned to a private thread-variable, and only assigned to a
shared variable after several intermediate steps. If the analysis
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cannot be performed satisfactorily, a work around is to declare
all malloc-calls as malloc of shared memory.
C. Coordination functions
For coordination functions like a mutex variable, which are
typically called much more frequently than thread creation
or memory allocation, a centralized solution does not seem
preferable. Therefore, we envision hybrid solutions, where first
the threads in each core coordinate, e.g. try to get a local
mutex, and then the local “winners” coordinate themselves
with the help of a distributed algorithm for leader election (see
e.g. [9]), and create a global winner. An example of an efficient
implementation of a global minimum computation with the
help of the message-passing buffers can be found in [10].
The SCC also provides hardware support for synchronization primitives such as special registers that can be test and
set atomically [8], so that such an approach seems feasible.
We are aware that some more complex coordination functions might need more elaborate approaches.
III. P ROTOTYPE I MPLEMENTATION
The implementation of the runtime system uses one core to
run the master and a configurable number of cores (up to 47) to
run the workers, where one of the worker cores is reserved for
the main function of the original program, i.e. the first thread.
This is done to ensure enough computational power for the
main thread, as the original pthread program often exhibits a
master-worker pattern. Initially, all cores execute the shmalloc
function of the RCCE library, to allocate a part of SCC’s
shared memory. All shared variables, i.e. the variables that
are globally defined, are placed there, and this shared memory
also serves calls to malloc where the address of the allocated
memory at some point will be stored in a shared variable,
to form some dynamically allocated shared memory. Those
malloc-calls are transformed into messages to the master, see
below.
The master receives information about each created thread
in a message. The information consists of an identifier for the
function that the new thread shall execute, and the argument
pointer to that function. To achieve this, the master regularly
polls for messages that have newly arrived, with the help of a
function from the iRCCE library.
The master chooses the worker core that currently runs
the smallest number of threads and sends this information
in a message to that worker. Such a strategy does not incur
additional overhead as the master is informed about all thread
creations and terminations.
While we avoid dynamic load-balancing with thread migration, we still balance the number of threads per core. As the
runtime of threads is rather long, i.e. creation and termination
are infrequent events, this also balances the core workload
as long as the threads are not too heterogeneous in their
performance characteristics.
Each worker runs a coordination thread that waits for
messages from the master and manages the internal state
of this worker process. If the coordination thread receives a
message to start a thread, it spawns a thread locally as detached

if necessary (see below). Each started thread receives a pointer
to a structure that contains the function to be executed, the
argument pointer to that function and a place to store the
return value of that function. The thread calls the function
with the argument pointer, and upon return from that function,
stores the return value in the structure, and sends a completion
message to the master, after it has finished the execution of
a function. For the purpose of reuse and a reduced overhead
which is associated with each thread creation and destruction,
each worker holds at least one thread to execute functions from
incoming create-messages. If a so called basic worker thread
is busy, while executing a function already, the coordinating
worker thread spawns a new thread to create a function. If the
base worker thread returns from the execution it blocks until
it is assigned a new function by the coordinating thread of the
worker.
The existence of a coordination thread on each core ensures
that only one thread from each core retrieves messages from
the master. As the RCCE and iRCCE libraries are not threadsafe, sending of messages is coordinated by a mutex variable.
If a thread of the transformed program reaches a
pthread_join, then it sends a message to the master and
waits for an answer. The master, when it has received such a
message, will send back the terminated thread’s return value
as soon as it has received it, i.e. as soon as the thread is
terminated. This message is received by the worker core’s
coordination thread, that forwards the return value to the
waiting thread with the help of a local mutex variable.
If a thread of the transformed program reaches a malloc,
it sends a message with the required size to the master,
that allocates the memory and returns the offset in another
message. The forwarding of the offset within the worker core
occurs similarly to the return value in case of a join.
There have not been implementations for coordination functions so far.
IV. E XPERIMENTS
To validate the prototype implementation of the runtime
library, we use a synthetic benchmark program that starts with
a main thread. There is only one function: If the maximum
recursion depth r is not yet reached, a thread executing this
function performs the following two steps k times: spawn
another thread and perform a complex summation loop afterwards. Then the thread terminates and returns the result of the
summation. If the maximum recursion depth is reached, the
thread terminates immediately without any calculation. The
number of threads thus is regulated by the two parameters r
and k, and the total number of threads is
r
X
i=0

ki =

k r+1 − 1
.
k−1

The rationale behind the benchmark’s structure is to create
a larger number of threads, where the number is growing
over time and where shared memory access does not play
a prominent role, so that the influence of the slow, uncached
shared memory on performance is low. For k = 3 and r = 5,
a total of 364 threads (including the main thread) are created.

Fig. 1.

Benchmark runtime depending on number of workers

We execute the manually transformed benchmark program on
the SCC using different numbers of workers. The maximum
number of useable worker cores is 46, because one worker
exclusively runs the main thread, and one core is reserved for
the master process. We repeat each experiment multiple times
and compute the average runtime. For comparison, we also
execute the original pthread-program on one core of the SCC
and measure its runtime. For all experiments, we use a core
frequency of 533 MHz and a network frequency of 800 MHz.
The runtime results are depicted in Fig. 1. Note that the
worker core that exclusively runs the main thread of the
transformed program is omitted. We see that already for 2
workers (plus 1 master and the core for the main thread, i.e. 4
in total), the transformed program achieves a speedup over the
runtime of the original pthread program on a single core. We
also note, that beyond 16 workers, i.e. 18 participating cores,
the runtime improvements become very small.
To analyze the runtime data, we model our benchmark
experiment in the following way. We consider the computation
to proceed in discrete steps, where each step takes as long
as the complex summation (i.e. several hundred thousands of
instructions). Each thread on a recursion level of less than r
lives for k steps, threads on the last recursion level live for one
step. At the beginning of each step, each active thread on a
recursion level rc < r also creates another thread at recursion
level rc + 1. A created thread gets active after a certain delay
d. This delay is the only overhead for thread management that
we consider. Active threads are assumed to be load-balanced.
Figure 2 depicts the number si of active threads in each step
i for two rather extreme values of d. On the one hand, d = 0
means that threads can start without delay, i.e. models an ideal
case. On the other hand d = 1 means that the delay from thread
creation to thread start equals the duration of one step, which
is rather long.
We see that in both cases, even with immediate thread start,
only a fraction of the steps has a thread count that is higher
than the number of cores. The maximum possible speedup for
n steps is
n−1
1 X
S= ·
min(si , 46)
n i=0
as a maximum of 46 workers limits the speedup per step.
For d = 0, S ≈ 31, and for d = 1, S ≈ 23. For a really
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Fig. 2.

Number of active threads at different timesteps

huge delay d = 2, the maximum possible speedup would
go down to 22. We see that the structure of the benchmark,
which reflects Pthreads’ limitation of being able to create only
one thread at a time, leads to a rather restricted speedup. The
speedup in the real experiment is lower as it reflects additional
overhead in thread management not present in the model. The
restricted parallelism available also explains why almost no
further speedup can be gained in the experiment when more
then 16 workers are used.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
We have presented the concept and a prototype implementation of a runtime library to transform and execute C programs with POSIX threads on the Intel SCC. Our preliminary
experimental validation indicates that speedups over a single
core execution can be achieved. Future work will comprise
the implementation of more functions of the POSIX threads
API, e.g. mutex locks, the implementation of an automated
source-to-source transformation, and to improve the efficiency
of the basic mechanisms of our implementations. For example,
a better compromise between simple thread distribution and
load balancing could be found by placing the workers’ task
queues in the shared memory and employing a work-stealing
algorithm.
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Efficient On-Chip Pipelined Streaming
Computations on Scalable Manycore
Architectures
Nicolas Melot1 , Christoph Kessler1 , Jörg Keller2
Universitet, Dept. of Computer and Inf. Science, Linköping, Sweden
2 FernUniversitat in Hagen, Fac. of Math. and Computer Science, Hagen, Germany
1 Linköpings

Abstract – Performance of manycore processors is limited by programs’ use of off-chip main memory. Streaming computation organized in a pipeline limits accesses to main memory to tasks at boundaries of the pipeline. The Single Chip Cloud
computer (SCC) offers 48 cores linked by a high-speed on-chip network, and allows the implementation of such on-chip
pipelined technique. We investigate on-chip pipelined mergesort as a case study for streaming computations. We found that
our on-chip pipelined mergesort yields significant speedup over classic parallel mergesort on SCC. The technique should
bring improvement in power consumption and should be portable to other manycore, network-on-chip architectures.

Distributed Light – weight Parallel Execution
Layer for Stream Processing Networks on SCC
Nilesh Karavadara, Simon Folie, Raimund Kirner
Centre for Computer Science and Informatics Research, Science & Technology Research Institute
Abstract – The cores/chip ratio is expected to climb steadily, due to the need for more performance per watt. For maximum
performance on many-core, challenges such as identification and exposition of concurrency, decomposition of computations
and load balancing must be addressed.
We propose an execution layer for stream-based concurrent applications which abstract saway from the underlying distributed hardware. The proposed layer provides a unified interface for task management/migration, inter-task communication,
load balancing, profiling, and monitoring. The layer also exploits architecture-specific features like power/frequency scaling
on SCC.
We use S-Net – a stream-based coordination language – as a benchmark to experimentally evaluate this distributed execution layer.

Concurrent Data Structures: Shared Memory
or Messaging?
Darko Petrovic1 , Randolf Rotta2 , Jörg Nolte2 , Andre Schiper1
1 Ecole polytechnique federale de Lausanne, 2 BTU Cottbus
Abstract – Concurrent data structures are important building blocks for parallel algorithms as well as the management of
shared resources. Traditionally, these are implemented by concurrent access to shared memory. However, the scalability of
traditional shared-memory has been brought into question, while architectures with improved messaging support are emerging. Thus, explicit messaging may be a viable design option for efficient and scalable concurrent data structures. The poster
surveys (1) open research and engineering challenges towards implementing common data structures on top of messaging
and (2) advantages and disadvantages of the two approaches in terms of performance, scalability and portability.
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Unified Messaging and Memory Sharing with
TACO and MESH
Randolf Rotta, Jörg Nolte
BTU Cottbus

Abstract – The TACO framework provides Cross-Core Invocation mechanisms, such as remote method calls, in a partitioned global address space. While private memory and message-passing is sufficient for such mechanisms, today’s manycore architectures support direct access to shared memory. Thus, the MESH extension provides coordinated allocation of
shared memory and a basic consistency model for read-mostly shared objects. The poster introduces into programming with
TACO and MESH by giving examples and illustrating their mechanisms.

RockyVisor – Symmetric Multi-Processing on
the Intel Single-chip Cloud Computer
Jan-Arne Sobania, Peter Tröger, Andreas Polze
Hasso Plattner Institute

Abstract – The lack of cache coherency on the Intel SCC prevents existing applications from running as-is, on multiple
cores, if they rely on a traditional shared-memory programming model. This is where our project RockyVisor comes in: by
using distributed hypervisor processes, each running on separate physical SCC cores, we span a single virtual machine over
the entire chip. Inside this VM, we can then run an entire shared-memory symmetric multi-processing operating system like Linux - without major modifications. This, in turn, allows running arbitrary existing applications on the new many-core
hardware without mandating any further changes.

Real-Time on Many-Core Systems
Where real-time and high-performance
can benefit from each other
Georg Wassen, Stefan Lankes, Thomas Bemmerl
Chair for Operating Systems, RWTH Aachen University

Abstract – Some years ago, when multi-core processors became prevalent on general-purpose computers and even in
embedded systems, we started a project to combine the so far separated strongholds of our institute: real-time on multiprocessor systems. We will present our partitioning approach to create domains of different real-time promises on a generalpupose operating system with only minor modifications to its kernel. This enables sub-microsecond latencies on current x86
processors while still providing the full Linux application stack on the same system. Derived from these experiences, the
poster will summarize benefits to synchronization and bare-metal programming as well as presenting an outlook to future
real-time opportunities on many-core systems.
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Real Time Multiprocessing on the SCC using
the iRCCE Library
Devendra Rai, Lars Schor, Nikolay Stoimenov, Iuliana Bacivarov, Lothar Thiele
Computer Networks Laboratory, Swiss Federal Institute
Abstract – Performance requirements of complex applications necessitate the use of multiprocessor platforms like the
Intel’s SCC. Intel’s SCC is a prime example of multiprocessing systems which will soon be readily available. Most of the
research using Intel SCC has been focused on high performance computing however, the availability of non-blocking communication libraries such as iRCCE in a baremetal framework enable the execution of applications with real-time constraints.
Using careful design and implementation decisions, it is possible to obtain consistent performance metrics such as communication latencies and computation times for real-time multiprocessing applications. By using two real-world multiprocessing
benchmarks, we show that the SCC can be used as a platform for validation of soft real-time algorithms.

GPGPU Scheduling System GPUSched for
different Tasks in heterogeneous Architectures
Ayman Tarakji, Stefan Lankes, Thomas Bemmerl
Chair for Operating Systems, RWTH Aachen University
Abstract – Modern computers incorporate Graphics Processing Units into running computer vision algorithms, as well
as other general purpose computations. Anyway, the usage of these graphics Units for general purpose Tasks is limited by
rolling expensive computations out the CPU to the GPU. Expecting the results on the side of CPU at a certain time means
it should be waited until the GPU finishes its work. In our Project we focused on changing the way the GPUs are used
in heterogeneous systems for general purpose computations. To optimize the way they are used, Challenges such as data
transport to GPUs, utilizing the GPUs according to the computation extensiveness, exposition of the concurrency on the
GPUs, identification of dependency, fairness in executing several tasks with the same priority and load balancing between
CPU and GPU must be addressed. We propose an administrative Tool for managing the different Tasks on CPU and GPUs
in heterogeneous environment. The poster presents our GPUSched as a Scheduling systemfor graphics processing units in
heterogeneous architectures.

Catwalk – A Quick Development Path for
Performance Models
Felix Wolf1 , Alexandru Calotoiu1 , Christian Bischof2 , Torsten Hoefler3 , Bernd Mohr4 , Gabriel Wittum5
for Parallel Programming, German Research School for Simulation Sciences GmbH (GRS)
2 Institute for Scientific Computing, Technische Universität Darmstadt (TUD)
3 Performance-Oriented Parallel Programming Group, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (SFIT)
4 Jülich Supercomputing Centre, Forschungszentrum Jülich GmbH (FZJ)
5 Goethe Center for Scientific Computing, Goethe-Universität Frankfurt (GUF)

1 Laboratory

Abstract – The cost of running applications at exascale will be tremendous. Reducing runtime and energy consumption
of a code to a minimum is therefore crucial. Moreover, many existing applications suffer from inherent scalability limitations that will prevent them from running at exascale in the first place. Current tuning practices, which rely on diagnostic
experiments, are insufficient because (i) they detect scalability problems too late in the demavelopment process when major
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effort has already been invested into an inadequate solution and (ii) they incur the extra cost of potentially numerous fullscale experiments. Analytical performance models, in contrast, allow application developers to address performance issues
already during the design or prototyping phase. Unfortunately, the difficulties of creating such models combined with the
lack of appropriate tool support still render performance modeling an esoteric discipline mastered only by a relatively small
community of experts. The objective of this project is therefore to provide a flexible set of tools to support key activities of
the performance modeling process, making this powerful methodology accessible to a wider audience of HPC application
developers. The tool suite will be used to study and help improve the scalability of applications from life sciences, fluid
dynamics, and particle physics.
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